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FOREWORD

The present compilation of abstracts is the
third in a series'devoted to the study of Soviet-
bloc weather systems and sensors. The report is
divided into four major parts. Part I contains
material that is directly pertinent to automatic
weather stations and their components. Part II
covers the handling of weather information prior
to computer input. Part III reviews weather data
input and processing.

In Part IV, the material is limited strictly
to instruments and sensor systems or their com-
ponents. These are arranged in functional groupings
and include instruments or sensors used to measure
the following: wind, cloud height, temperature,
precipitation (by radar), visibility, pressure,
humidity, and water level. One section in Part IV
is devoted to miscellaneous instruments.
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PART I. AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATION TECHNOLOGY

THE SOVIET METEOROLOGICAL NETWORK AND METHODS OF OBSERVATION

Rusin, N. P., and D. P. Bespalov. (56)

A comprehensive review of the development and operation
of the Soviet meteorological network from the middle of the
18th century to present days is given. In 1914, the Soviet
meteorological network accounted for approximately 1400
stations and about 1500 towers. The events of World War I
and the Civil War reduced this number to about 200 stations
and 150 towers. Specifications and standardization procedures,
developed between 1925 and 1935 helped to unify and consoli-
date the available facilities, and to map a program oriented
toward the national interests. Proposed organizational
measures included development of specifications of the
network density, as related to the mission, i.e., atmospheric
pressure, temperature, humidity, etc. The growth of the
meteorological network, temporarily interrupted by World
War II, continued after 1946. After World War II, an exten-
sive national standardization program was formulated; new
equipment was designed, and some was purchased abroad; a
variety of handbooks, guides, college texts and related
publications were issued. Government-sponsored work by
individuals and small groups of researchers greatly contrib-
uted to this effort. In 1963-64, a general plan for total
automation of the hydrometeorological network was developed.
This plan included the evaluation of satellite observations,
the automated input and retrieval of data, radiolocation,
meteorological analysis, as well as new methods designed for
the assembly, storage and retrieval of meteorological char-
acteristics. The introduction of a growing number of high-
speed computers changed the outlook somewhat. The Main
Geophysical Observatory supported by numerous regional
organizations took over the coordination of the principal
activities in these areas.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS

Sternzat, M. s. (66)

The history of the development of Soviet meteorological
instruments is reviewed chronologically and by basic functional
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groups covering the following areas: 1) equipment for

'.ero~lcical investigations; 2) equipment for measuring

>...i.t•y and air and soil temperature; 3) instruments for

mazuring precipitation; 4) wind-measuring instruments;
5) equipment for determining visibility; 6) equipment for

measuring elements of atmospheric electricity; and 7)

instrumentation used in actinometry. Part of the article

is devoted to special meteorological instrumentation, such

as airborne instrument sets, meteorological phenomenon

warning equipment, and automatic weather stations. The

Main Geophysical Observatory has developed several models of

automatic wTeather stations. One of these, the UATGMS-I,

measures a number of meteorological elements and automatically
i-rocesses, encodes, and transmits the data through telegraph
2hannels. This station also has manual data input capability
for visual observations. Other, simpler automatic stations
=re being developed by the Observatory and cther facilities.
These stations, which do not provide data processing, are
intended for use with improved communication channels and a
centralized data collection, processing, and dissemination
.yst.. .• Prototypes of both these types of stations have been
built by the Riga Hydrometeorological Instrument Plant and are
still undergoing operational testing. It is expected that
the UATGMS-1 automatic telemetering weather station will be
use-d most effectively at airports and zonal observatories.

7 65-entry reference list on Soviet meteorological instru-
r--ntation accompanies the article. (LB)

"��"��IJ 'F METEOROLOGIC INSTRUMENTS

krovskaya, I. A., arid N. P. Pateyev. (51)

The n1.story and role of the Main Geophysical Observatory
t zta.hbration of meteorological instruments is reviewed,

±,,n some emphasis on the Observatory's role in maintaining

and using the USSR's meteorological instrument standards.
Two trends prevail in the improvement of instrument calibra-
tion: the first is the improvement of calibration accuracy

and the other is the development of an effective calibration
metnod with an eye to the man-hours involved while still
trying to :,aiantain• the necessary accuracy. A chronological
breakdown of various attempts to improve the calibration of

:-..'.., - functional groups of instruments is given. Since
' .. ,>• ,:rvat.)ry has been working on the development of

a .an, .; luipmnent for on-the-spot checking of UATGMS-

:trie2 autorlatic weather station and other newly developed



instruments. Since platinum and copper resistance thermom-
eters are being used extensively in automatic weather
stations and other remote-operating instruments, a combination
of two methods will be used to calibrate these thermometers.
The unit designed by the Observatory for the above purpose
consists of a liquid therriostat, a zero-point bath, arid a
vapor thermostat. These are used to check the 00 and 1000
marks and other points which are compared with a standard
platinum thermometer maintained in a thermostat. In the
UATGMS-1 automatic weather station a combination of an electric
psychrometer and a hair hygrometer is used to measure humidity,
while in the UATGMS-3 a heated electrolytic dew-point sensor
is used. Due to a lack of calibration equipment in this
area, the development of equipment based on the "method of
two temperatures" is suggested, along with appropriate
research. The problem of calibrating barometers and wind-
measuring sets is discussed briefly. For the latter, a wind
tunnel with a 1-mi [square] working section, capable of
generating wind speeds to 60 m/sec, was designed in 1965.
This unit is to serve as a standard calibrating unit for all
network calibration bureaus. The use of an ultasonic
anemometer for field use is also being studied for this
purpose. (LB)

FOR FURTHER PROGRESS OF SOVIET HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENT
CONSTRUCTION (33)

A review of achievements in the field of instrument
construction and automation is presented on the 50th anni-
versary of the October revolution, and plans for the future
are outlined. The Research Institute of Hydrometeorological
Instrument Construction (UIIGMP) has accomplished a great
deal of scientific and technical work in improvement and
development of new instrumentation. Several new unified
hydrometeorological sensors equipped with standard data
indicators for use in various types of automatic stations

have been developed, as were several types of automatic
stations. A complex automation of the Hydrometeorological
Service is planned for the future. This automation will
provide information which will enable the forecasting service
to evaluate the hydrometeorological conditions over large
surface areas on a global scale. A system of meteorological
satellites is mentioned as a device for providing the most
complete information in a most operative way. A system of
radar installations will watch continuously and automatically
for any dangerous weather phenomena, such as thunderstorms,
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showers, low clouds, etc. Automatic buoy weather stations
at sea and automatic ground stations will replace the classic
hydrometeorological stations, providing objective information
suitable for modern computation methods. Projects for the
immediate future include: research for new methods of building
original hydrometeorological sensors and instruments; research
on effective and economically sound ways for improving
reliability and accuracy of measurements of hydrometeoro-
logical elements and parameters; and development of new
automatic remote control instruments and weather stations.

UTILIZING FLOW ENERGY FOR THE NEEDS OF HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL
STATIONS

Stas', I. I. (65)

A rotary device for converting the energy of flowing
rivers or tides into electric energy is described. The device
consists of a rotor with rotating paddles as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The schematic of a rotor
with rotating paddles: 3, 7, 8 are
rotor discs; 4, 6, 12, 14 are paddles;
2, 5, 13, 15 are axes of rotation of
the paddles; 16, are supports; 1 is

12 the bearing; 9 is a conic gear; 10 is
I •the bracket; 11 is the common axis of
F the rotor.Mý&

'5
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The paddles 4, 6, 12, 14 can rotate around the axes 2, 6, 13,
15 so that on one side when they are moving with the water
flow they fall on the longitudinal supports 16, 17. When they
ar'r moving against the water flow, they open up so that their
riu faces the flow. The lower end of their axis bears on the
bLearing 1, while the upper end with the bearing is held by
Lracket 10. The conic gear attached at the upper end may be
connected to a shaft common to all rotors which in turn
drives an electric generator. Such a battery of rotors may
bo placed on a barge or some other floating structure and a
cable can be run to the shore for transmitting the generated
electric power. The hydraulic power generator can also be
realized as a special but simple structure as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Hydraulic
motor: 3 - pontoons;

... .. .. 4 r . . 1, 2, 12 - frame;

-.-.... 7 suppport bearings

for the rotor;
"10 - electric

z generator;

S . 4 - pulley; 5 - conic
,_- - "gear; 6 - bearing;

"• , 7 - shaft; 9 - rotor
;". disc.

This structure can be used at hydrometeorological stations
close to the shore or in other enterprises situated along
relatively fast rivero such as the Danube, or the mountain
rivers of the Caucasus. It can also be used in the sea when
the current is strong enough (at the neck of the White Sea)
and at places where water flows from hydroelectric power
turbines. The use of similar devices to utilize the energy
of ocean waves is alzo discussed.

ONG: NIIGMP

TIHE WORK OF AN AUTOMATIC WE,.THER STATION WITH ARBITRARY TIME

INFORMATION SOURCES

Grushin, S. I., and Ye. V. Romanov. (35)

The authors describe the structure of an automatic
weather station operating on the principle of automatic
program interrupt. The essential characteristic of the
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station is the fact that the tame of cripletion of one sib-
-rogram of' the machine can be diverted rapidly to another

more imoortant subprogram by returning to the locus of
interrupt of the initially begun subprogram, the operation
is as follows: two sources of information A and B are assumed
to be sending signals on the type of source with a generally
varying periodicity T, and T 2 respectively. Up to the
arrival of the subsequent signal there is required for each
signal a minimum necessary operation with time losses T, and
T,." For some fixed time section T, at which the periodicity
of each source is constant, the information from each source
must be received and processed ni and n 2 times so that

n 1 = '7,-/T1, n, = T/T2.

In order that the machine might have time to handle the
reception and processing of information from the sources, the
following conditions must be fulfilled:

nl 1t + ny2 < T

Vor known values of r the maximum possible frequencies of two
simultaneously acting sources can be determined by the
formula

/T I+ T2 /T 2 < 1.

In tne case of n sources this equation becomes

hf<l
h-I

wh-ere for each k-th source of information there i; txpendeu
machine time T.- with an operating frequency fk.

REMOTE •.� .~ua .THERM;OiMTTEh RIi OPTICAL FIBERi ,ST-•A A TI oN

Fedotova, L. V. (30)

A remote mercury thermometer, designed for measuring
water temperatures is presented. This thermometer utilizes
1light-conductive plastic fibers and semiconductor light
transciucer's, as is shown in the schematic drawinn in Fir.
7-nis simcle instrument is easier to operate than similar
tnfermometers which utilize electromechanical transducers.



(. ' - .:- ' /
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- F, | From automatic hydro-
S" logical recording

station

Fig. 1. Schematic of remote mercury thermometer.

1 - Mercury thermometer; 2 - blick of optical fibers;
3 - receivers for semiconductor transducers; 4 - dia-
phragm; 5 - light sources; 6 - cylindrical lens;
7 - photodiodes, e.g., FD-2; 8 - coincidence circuit;
9 - distributor; 10 - amplifier.

in this instrument, the mercury column in the thermometer
io back-ilt, and the mercury cuts off the light passing to
thn individual optic fibers as the temperature fluctuates.

CALCU-L.2-u• di' A CONTROL CIRCUIT FOR AN ELECTROMAGNETICALLY
OPERiAT:D PUNCii iN THE AUTOMATIC ARRPG [CYCLIC RECORDING
HYDROLOGIC STATION] EQUIPMENT

Gnilitskiy, V. V. (34)

A circuit designed to provide compatibility between an
electronic circuit and an electromagnetic mechanism, suitable
for use with a tape punch of type PL-20, is presented. In
the circuit of Fig. 1, C1 is initially charged to U0; a
trigcge pulse is applied through the pulse transformer,
causing diode D3 to conduct, whereupon C1 discharges through
the electromagnet, Dq and D2 . When the capacitor discharge
current falls below the level of holding current, D3 cuts off
and C1 recharges through D4 and D5 . R3 and C2 are inserted
to prevent D 3 from cutting off between time t = 0 and t = t2,
as shown in Fig. 2. Given the values of pulse voltage and

length, a mathematical analysis of the circuit parameters is

-- I --
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Fig. 1. Circuit for electromarncv ctntrol

Fi,. 2. Graph of UC i2

P.nd with re::pcct t- r t

carried out. The value of C1 is determined graphically or by
successive approximations from the solution of a second-order
differential equation, while R4 is best determined experi-
mentally for the maximum trigger frequency. The other
parameters are determined by:

U0

3  -ihe,

= t21he
U0

Rf <- R 2 << Rr,

T = t 3 + tc,

where Rf is the forward resistance of D2 , Rr is the reverse
resistance of D2 , T is the minimum interval between trigger
pulses, and tc is the recharging time for C1 to reach 0.9 U0 .
An example is worked out to illustrate the method.
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THE DESIGN OF ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS FOR HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL
SYSTEMS OF DISCRETE AUTOMATIC EQUIPMENT

Fedotova, L. V. (29)

The principles of algebraic logic and switching functions
are used to design electronic devices for automatic hydro-
meteorologic stations. This mathematical treatment minimizes
the number of elements in the circuit. Circuits operating on
binary codes are of two types: logic circuits in which the
output signal is determined by a previous input signal; and
nonprimitive circuits in which an earlier stored signal also
affects the output. With logic circuits, switching functions
describe the relationship between the input and output signals.
These switching functions are then simplified by using algebra
to arrive at the simplest circuit. For n arguments, there
are 2 n sets of values and 2 2n switching functions. Tables of
the four and 16 switching functions for one and two arguments
are developed. Four steps are required in the design:
1) selecting the set of logic elements and establishing their
switching functions; 2) representation of the switching
functions in complete form by using disjunctions and con-
junctions. If the functions = 0 in the majority of cases,
disjunctions are used, otherwise the conjunctions are used;
3) minimizing the switching functions; and 4) constructing
the circuit from these steps. The logic elements must be a
complete set either of potential or pulse elements. The
step-by-step procedure for minimization is given, in which
the functions are first expanded and then joined, and the
use of Veich diagrams is described. Finally a specific
operation is studied and a circuit is designed from ferrite
cores by optimizing the elements.

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT WITH THE UATGMS-1 AUTOMATIC WEATHER
STATION

Bespalov, D. P., S. I. Zachek, and B. L. Kozhevnikov.

The problem of temperature measurement accuracy is
examined. A sound basis is developed for the selection of
the sensor material. The sensor used in the UATGMS is made
of PL-1 platinum with an average resistance temperature
coefficient of 3.922.10-3 1/deg which makes it possible to
determine the temperature from -50 to +50 0 C with an error of
less than 0.05*C. The construction of the thermometer is
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shown in Fig. 1. The electrical circuit u:Zed with the
thermometer consists of a dc unbalanced tr.'idge with a voltage
output. A single electronic circuit is used with the ther-
mometers for measuring the air temperature, the wet ther-
mometer temperature and soil temperature (Fig. 2). A

S3 3 8 1 if 4, to 7 6 2

I L 1 - -

______ _____3?9

Fig. 1.

A -20

Ri

output 2

Fig. 2. Electric circuitý .ur measuring
temperature in the UATGMS-l weather
station.

comprehensive mathematical analysis of factors affecting the
acc rac of the ins rumnt is carried out. Data obtained

during laboratory tests are also presented.
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AN AUTOMATIC RECORDING HYDROLOGIC STATION (ARRGP)

Dimaksyan, A. M., N. B. Zeliger, V. P. Petrov, and L. V.
Fedotova. (24)

The authors consider a possible version (ARRGP) of the
arrangement of a low-level hydrclogical network (see Fig. 1),
using automatic recording equipment. The purpose is to
obtain records of hydrological elements from many stations
and to transmit the data to centers and agencies requiring it.
Automatic measurements are made of development of ice in
streams, thickness of ice, chemical composition, discharge,
drop of the water surface, and turbidity of the water, as
well as standard elements such as temperature, height, and
others. Stations may be set up in remote and inaccessible
regions, so long as there is adequate power supply. Receiving-
transmitting stations with equipment capable of measuring up
to 10 hydrologic elements may be installed. Radio warning
systems for flash floods are set in mountainous regions.
Detectors, meters, and gages for the various hydrological
elements are described in detail in the paper, and their
interconnections within the network are discussed. Diagrams
of circuits and relative positions of individual units are
provided. The problem of time standardization is investi-
gated, and accuracy of data from the entire network is
calculated. From June to August 1966 a system at Lake Valday
was tested. As many as 200 daily cycles of measurements were
made for hourly, two-hourly, and 12-hourly intervals, and
these were recorded on PL-20 perforated tape. The results
were very favorable.
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SOME PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE DESIGN OF A MEMORY SYSTEM
FOR AN AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATION

Aniskin, L. V., and S. I. Grushin. (6)

A functional diagram (Fig. 1) of a weather station memorysystem and its individual parts are analyzed. The memory
.;i..tem contains an external storage and an internal memory as

wtil as the following units: BMV-unit of input matrices,
BU-unit of output amplifiers ZU, B1 and KK-unit for code
inversicn and control, D,, D,, D3 , D4 , Ds-address decoders,
KD-address decoding switch. The operation of the above
system and the design of individual units are discussed in

2- ~ ~5)

",43Y (2 215 5Y ! M, °, ZUI U °zu" I --
(lo' D : ! ~ 7

nON1"I (1041• - : r• 1

e1) '7-I60

A) 4 i-l] (16 Im -•,--•co
!• I• -- 3.--

CA.

Fig. 1. Functional diagram of a memory system:
1 - preparation; 2 -external storage; 3 -reading;

4 - code inversion unit; 5 - coincider; 6 -codecontrol unit; 7 internal memory; 8 - input of
read number; 9 input matrix unit; 10 - direct code;
11 - code inversion and control unit; 12 - inverted
code; 13 - address decoders; 14 -address;

15 - reading; 16 - blocked; 17 s ereading; 18 code
recording; 19 - address decoding switch; 20 block.

detail. Directions for a further simplification of the
system are also discussed. The memory system uses ferrite
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pairs providing for reliable operation over a wide spread in
core parameters and wide variations in the supply voltage.
The capacity of the system is 200 addresses; each address
contains 22 biEs. The time required to refer to a number is
approximately 700 microseconds. This is not the ultimate
limit for this type of syctem. The long term memory consists
of a ferrite core :aatrix and diodes. There are 180 diodes
for a total capacity of 3800 addresses.
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PART II. DATA HANDLING

ELECTRONIC SYSTEM FOR TRANSMISSION AND RECORDING OF TELEMETRY
AND RANGING INFORMATION FOR SMALL METEOROLOGICAL ROCKETS

Yermakov, V. I. (74)

A system is described which combines the functions of a
radiotelemetry system and a radar tracking system. Therocket-borne portion of the system contains a superheterodyne
responder (ROS-l), with which the telemetered information istransmitted by pulse-time modulated signals at a rate of 40
measurements/sec. The ground-based apparatus of the systemis a meteorological radar station (Meteor). Block diagramsof the system are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Schematic diagrams

9
" ' "="-'""------ --" L

2 L:=,:",;:;•'-•..9 - , -,•;'o

7_7
~~.0

Fig. 1. Block diagram of rocket-borne apparatus. 1-5 -detectors; 6, 10 - commutators; 7 - matching device; 8, 9,15 - amplifiers; 11 - saw-tooth voltage generator; 12 -modulator; 13 - shaper; 14 - trigger; 16 - responder (RUS-1);
17 - power supply.
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i 2 3 / 5 6 7 3

c 9 • 0- -• 1 _5!. i i -"

Fig. 2. Block diagram of ground-based apparatus.
1, 9, 11 -attenuators; 2 - inpu device; 3 - delay
line; 4 summation circuit; 5 - limiter; 6 - ampli-

fier; 7 -shaper; 8, 10, 12 - matching amplifiers;
13 - saw-tooth voltage generator; 14 - paraphase
amplifier; 15 - power supply.

of the system are given, and its operation is discussed in
detail. A description of the testing procedure and an
evaluation o4 the test results are presented. The weight
and volume of the rocket-borne portion do not exceed 300 gm

and 0.2 dm 3 , respectively, and its power requirements are
less than 10 w.

ON THE PROBLEM CONCERNING THE TRANSMISSION OF HYDROMETEOR-
OLOGICAL DATA ALONG COMMUNICATION CHANNELS

Kamyshnikov, V. V. (38)

The reliability and transmission rate of hydrometeor-
ological data along a multichannel communication line with
a single return channel were investigated. In this system,
the multichannel provides the speed, while excess coding
provides the reliability. At the transmitting point, the
information blocks are given the excess coding and are
transmitted along the channels and simultaneously stored in
an accumulator. At the receiver end, the excess coded
information block is checked, and, if no error is detected,
a signal along the return line erases the accumulator and
instructs the transmitter to continue sending new informa-
tion. With an error, retransmission is requested. To
determine the reliability, the independence of the channels
makes the system equivalent to a single channel with repe-
tition, and the probability of correct decoding is calculat-u

- 16 -



on this basis. The probability of correct reception can also
be expressed by the equivalent probability of an error. The
reliability was found to depend on the appearance of detected
and undetected errors, the state of the return channel, and
rýie length of the information block. The transmission rate
.-- ends on the transmission rate for the block and on the
rtransmission expectancy; the total transmission time
uDýpends on the block length, introduced excess coding,
nuz-ber of channels, state of the return channel, and the
Lystem inertia. Calculations are presented for a 6-element
coOe with binomial error distribution.

A i±THOD OF DETERMINING THE STABILITY OF COMPLEX DYNAMIC
S Y S T E ,S

Didu:, G. A. (21)

In Keeping with the trend toward automation in the
Hydrometeorological Service of the USSR, it is becoming
necessary to set up different automatic computing systems
and algorithms for obtaining information from low-level
network, and for treating this information efficiently. The
author examines a method fcr determining stability and
qualitative hydrometeorological and other complex automated
systems based on the matrix method. Investigations have been
made directly by the initial matrix of the coefficients of a
system of "Linee- differential equati.ons, written in the
normal Cauch-, f -- M. The initial matdIx of coefficients is
transformed to a special form relative to which all deter-
minatIons are made. The proposed method is designed for use
witn an electronic digital computer. If the dynamics of an
autormnatic system is described by a system of differential
equations of a high order, its integration by ordinary
numerical methods is impractical because of the great time
involved. The matrix method commonly leads to considerable
decrease in computer time.

ON THE PROBLEM OF DETER4INING THE MAGNITUDE OF THE TELEMETRY
ERROR WHEN USING A NUMBER PULSE CODE

Fedotova, L. V., and 0. S. Chugreyev. (31)

An error analysis is .:onducted for a number pilse code
used in a hydrologic telemetry system which allows the

- 17 -



selection of the code and the method for recording i
resulting in a given error. In the number pulse code, the
magnitude of the measured quantity is converted to a number
of pulses (N). The precision of this coding is independent
of voltage fluctuations, the receiver circuit is simple and
does not require phasing. If there are k false pulses
received, the relative error (6) is 1k/N. To insure a given
6, N is selected with consideration of the probability of k.
This probability of an error (Pe) is analyzed for the two
receiver systems. One system converts each incoming pulse
to a series of short cycle pulses of frequency fT and recordz
only the leading pulse of the packet. With only edge distor-
tions, errors occur when the packet duration is < 2A (A = 1/f).
In the sek-.ond recording method (gating), the middle part of
the pulse is recorded, and an error results only when the
remaining part of the pulse is < 2A.. The probability of
this is analyzed by using a two-quantity normal distribution.
The analysis showed that 6 is smaller for the first recording
method than for the second one with self-tuning of the phase.
As the channel standard deviation (a) decreases, 6 decreases.
With a given a and A, 6 decreases linearly with increasing N.

THE PROBLEM OF OPTIMUM FREQUENCY i.ND ACCURACY OF METEOROLOGICAL
MEASUREMENTS

Sadovnikov, A. V. (57)

The author presents a new approach to the optimal
organization of a system of meteorological observations in
order to attain optimum frequency and accuracy of observa-
tions. The disturbances in the meteorological fields regard-
less of their nature are considered as individual configura-
Lions which can be characterized by geometrical dimensions
kc:n, by intensity of maximum magnitude of the disturbance
fcon, and by duration Tcon" In order to measure these
parameters, the measurement system must possess particular
resolving capacities; for geometry it is the distance between
measured points £p; for the measured characteristic It is the
measurement accuracy ft; and for time it is the interval
between the measurement Tmean and the inertia Tp. The corre-
spondence between the parameters of the measured disturbances
and the parameter of the measured system is expressed by the
non-dimensional magnitudes



£con/lp = L,.

fcon/fp = F,

Tcon/Tmean = N,

Tcon/Tp = T.

in the sase of the inertia of the apparatus, T = 0 indicates
that the time during which the instrument can sense the state
,f the parameter f of the disturbance is infinitely greater
than the time of the existence of the disturbance. T = -
signifies that the time of existence of the disturbance is
infinitely less than the time in which the measuring instru-
merit can sense the variation that is occurring; the apparatus
Is ideally inertialess. In the case of measurement accuracy,
S< I corresponds to such a low measurement accuracy that the
flactuations of the measured value is less than the resolving
capacity of the apparatus; 1 s F • 2 signifies that the
ntensi ty -f the disturbance is equal to or somewhat larger

than the resolving capacity of the apparatus; F $ 2 represents
conditionz when the disturbances can be distinguished by their
intensity by differentiating F states. In a similar manner,
the author discusses the differences between measurement
Loints L and the frequency of measurement N. In view of the
fact that disturbances may be of diverse dimensions, inten-
sities, and durations, at each moment it is necessary to
-.eve-oL a diversity of systems for the atmosphere. Each

.teo. should embrace a particular territory, express a
,cfinite density of measurement points, and a fivwen resolving
-apacity by the apparatus with which me.aurements are made at
ý'ixed intervals.

M.'ACHINE THAT Ul.DERSTANDS THE LANGUAGE OF THE IONOSPHERE (47)

Scientists at the Kazakh SSR Academy of Sciences have
,rogrammed an electronic computer to understand the language
of electric pulses reflected from the ionosphere and recorded
on a tape recorder. They have developed an arrangement
whereby information about the ionosphere is fed into the
"electronic brain." It was previously customary to translate
manually the information gained from electrical signals
transmitted from earth and reflected by the ionosphere into
computer language using a multitude of complex tables. The
innovation made by the Almatinsk scientists consists in
automating the input of information about the ionosphere into
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a "BESM-3M" computer. The latter receives the information
in the shape of a continuous signal from a tape recorder
located at an ionosphere signal receiving station. This
station is located 20 km away from the computer in the
Zailiysky Alatau mountains at 1300 m above sea level.
According to specialists, this development will greatly
broaden the capabilities of the computers. It not only will
speed up by ten or more times the input of information into
the electronic brain but will also make it possible to teac..
the computer to "understand" without a translator tne languagf
of other electric pulse systems, particularly those of
electrocardiograms. Two forms of the arrangement are feasible.
In the first, the recording of the continuous signal on the
magnetic tape is carried out with so-called digital-pulse
modulation. The effective speed of signal input is up to
1000 digits per sec. In the second form, the continuous
signal is stored in an intermediate memory without preliminary
conversion. The input speed reaches 5000 digits per sec.
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PART JII. INI-FGORMATION PROCESSING

2•U.I PhCbLhMS ;11 AUTOIMATIC PROCESSING OF HYDRO-METEOROLOGICAL
"F; VORMATION

,.o)brysnman, Ye. i. (25)

The paper deals with the characteristics of the primary
meteorological information and the algorithm of the initial
processing. The rate of incoming information (see Fig. 1)

Ci'- f

- / /
• \ *

" .* .' a 7 1 7 t 3 V " " i.Z i:' Z P4;0: z
Hours

Fig. 1. Incoming information flow rate for one
day, expressed in hundreds of 5-digit groups.

to tne processing centers varies widely, as are the total
number of messages in a given observation period. Nearly
ten types of information reach the central stations (see
Fig. 2). The information is initially sorted in accordance
with its nature: synoptic, aerological, hydrological, agro-
meteorological. In the next stage the information is
processed in accordance with its other characteristics, such
as time, data, geographical point of observation, etc. The
second stage can lead to a creation of an information
retrievalssystem. To be fully useful such systems must
satisfy the fullýwir.g requirements:
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-. Abi±iub • rt the data accurately in accordance with a
given chiaracteristic.

2. Stancara sequence of information in all telegrams
containing summaries.

Distinctive separation between the telegrams, summaries,
and information retrieval.

"4. Simplicity and uniformity of retrieval for the necessary
data In accordance with their characteristics.

_;ie authror considers the algorithm for such a system in
conside:ratle detail.

.nulLj-,, AUTOMATING THE ACQUISITION, PROCESSING, STORAGE,
"AIJD DISSEMINATION OF HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION

Klyukin, N. ±. (43)

Since the solution of problems relating to the full-scale
automation of the observation, collection, processing,
storage, and dissemination of hydrometeorological data will
require several years, during the transition period the
author proposes methods for automating the most labor-
consuming types of operations which make up various links
in the overall automated system. In particular, methods for
r ecordiiu, data on a permanent recording medium for computer
input are examined. Great attention is paid to the automatic
recording of data from communication channels or within the
measuring equipment. For many types of nonautomated observa-
tions, it is proposed that responsibility for entering data
on permanent recording media be relegated to the point of
origin (the observation point). The processing and checking
of data recorded on permanent media is performed by computer
at the processing centers. Here, broad prospects emerge for
the full application of statistical methods and the almost
complete elimination of manual labor. It is suggested that
the processing of the basic types of hydrometeorological
information be Performed at 1-st class territorial centers
and at the World Meteorological Center (Obninsk Section of
the USSR Hydrometcenter). Due to today's volume of hydro-
meteorological information, it has become extremely difficult
to us-:? punch cards as a permanent recording medium, and the
necessity for changing to a new permanent medium (microfilm
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with binary code) becomes evident. Problems in the use of
modern data storage methods and information dissemination
methods are also mentioned. [LB]

A SYSTEM FOR AUTOMATED PROCESSING OF OPERATIONAL 'jYDROMETEOR-
OLOGICAL INFORMATION

Klyukin, N. K. (44)

An automated system for processing hydrometeorological
observations is discussed. The huge volume of meteorological
data a.id the complexity of the algorithms used in the calcu-
lations necessitate the use of electronic computers. Primary
processing to produce lists of factual material, and a
statistical process are employed to calculate the character-
istics of the parameters, to determine the in space-time
coupling, and to analyze these elements and to produce charts,
graphs, etc. One system sends punched tapes to the computers
at meteorological centers for preliminary processing. Here
the data are published or put on microfilm and magnetic tape
for exchange, storage, or further processing. A binary-
digital code (to which M-2 international telegraphic code
can be computer-converted) is use-a. For long-term storage,
microfilm with the following requirements is used: 1) relia-
bility is a 10-5-10-6 bits; 2) data input rate from microfilm
and magnetic tape are comparable; 3) information density is
300-1000 bits/cm 2 . A computer system which translates data
input to pulses sent to luminous elements can produce micro-
film directly. For short-term use, magnetic tape is suitable,
but all system components must be compatible. The computer
program should have interrupt and priority commands and be
able to handle fixed and floating modes. Such devices as
"SI 1.uet" should be investigated for automatic production of
r-. _ .s•

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF SCHEDULED HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL
INFORMATION AND SOME PRINCIPLES OF ITS PROCESSING AND STORAGE

Klyukin, N. K. (42)

In this voluminous survey paper, the author considers
the question of' what to do about the backlog of unprocessed
hydrometeorological data and how to speed up the processing
of current information. This backlog on Jan 1, 1967 was
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200,000,000 purnched cards, while the annual volume amounts
to 105,000,000 punched cards. Since the current rate of
processing of these data is less than half the annual volume,
soe :cs of storing or disposing of the unprocessed infor-
mation must he found. The author contends that it would be
d,=:.--erous tc destroy original information without first
.. :Ž'i]g a judgement as to its future value. Unfortunately,
.ucr. judgement is difficult to make. T"o alleviate the
.robiem several approaches are suggested. First, the incoming
information should be immediately classified in accordance
with its utility, intended purpose and origin. Further, a
distinction should be made whether the data are suitable for
machine or for manual processing. Second, the incoming
informatio.n should be immediately available in a form either
suitable for immediate or subsequent computer processing or
for storage on microfilm. Some work on thermoplastic storage
using an electron beam technique is now being conducted.
Third, storage periods from 5 to 20 years are proposed in
accordance with the nature of the information and its
potential value. The nature of hydrometeorological infor-
matlon is discussed, as is its statistical analysis and,
brIefly, the scientific information service. Tables containing
mathematical formulas used in the statistical analysis are
included.

A MEIhOD OF SORTING AEROLOGICAL INFORMATION AND CREATING AN
INFORMATION SYSTEM

K~astin, 0. i.;. (41)

Ti~ii: paper deals with automatic computerized processing
of meteorological information. The specific program described
by the author is designed for sorting and re-arranging data
contained in the aerological telegrams. To reduce the
processing time (which is particularly important under the
operating conditions) the program is divided into two parts.
In the first part the information is sorted and associated
with the coordinates of a net covering a given region.
Auxiliary tables are generated from the information being
processed. In the second part the actual re-arrangement of
the data takes place. This process is based on the results
of the first part and therefore is no longer related to the
part'neters of the new or to the dimensions of the region.
Basically, the object of the program is to associate the
identification of a stat.ion sending an aerological telegram
with its location in iA'ms of an established reference net for
a given region. The program is described in some detail,
including a block diagram.
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FEEDING INFORMATION FROM PUNCH ARDS ,CONTAINING GRAJi&c(' MARLUS
INTO DIGITAL COMPUTERS

Bychkov, N. F., and V. D. Ivancv. (17)

The authors describe a methoa for, entering hydrometeor-
ological data on punchcards by means of graphic marks and for
directly feeding these punchcards into digital computers
without preliminary perforation. The punchcard is a blank
containing 27 vertical columns and 11 horizontal rows. The
numbers are recorded by cross hatching with a soft grapnite
pencil an oval with the number which must be written in a
particular position. The device for feeding the punchcard
into a computer is a modernized reading device from the M-20
electronic computer. A circuit diagram of this device is
given. The upper brush is commutated in accordance with 3
master punchcard with graphic marks. A steel contact
cylinder is replaced by an insulated cylinder of transparent
plastic. Camshaft discs corresponding to the number of lines
on the punchcard have 11 notches each. The electrical circuit
of the mass valves of the channels enables reliable reading
of the information from the punchcards. The principle of the
reading of the graphical marks is based upon the electrical
conductivity of a graphite layer which closes a circuit
between three adjacent brushes.

ON THE ORGANIZATION OF DATA SEARCH IN THE DESIGN OF AUTOrIATIC
PROCESSING SYSTEMS FOR METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION

Semendyayev, K. A., and 0. M. Kastin. (61)

A computer library for use in conjunction with computer
processing of meteorological data has been developed to
facilitate the association of encoded numerical data with
the particular meteorological station where the data origi-
nated. The station identification consists of a five digit
number in which the first two digits indicate the region,
and the last three refer to tne station number. The library
satisfies two conditions: the search time is short as it
has to be in this type of operation; and, since it is
desirable to store the library data in the operational
memory of the computer, the library must be compact. The
library consists of the list of eleme:nts comprising the
identification words, and several cataloi•s. For instance,
the retrieval of an index for an aerological station requires



t00-70 cperations, while the program occupies 59 locations.
-Lnfoimation pertaining to 768 stations can be stored in this
manner. At present, the listing of indices for aerological
stations requires 256 memory locations, while the catalog
needs 25. For synoptic stations the capacity is 5100. At
present the library occupies a total of 1220 locations. The
availability of programs for automatic generation of such
libraries makes it possible not only to change the contents
of the existing listing, but also to generate new, more
specialized libraries.

IUTOMATIC DECODING OF AEROLOGICAL TELEGRAMS

3Serendyayev, K. A., Z. F. Gladkaya, and N. N. Ul'yanova. (60)

A new algorithm was written and tried out for automatic
processing of aerological telegrams. The purpose of the
program is to retrieve the aerological messages contained on
punched tape together with other meteorological messages,
statistically control the selected data, convert the contents
into a standard form, and, finally, facilitate the subsequent
automatic processing of the data. The telegrams may be
entered directly from punched tape into the computer. From
the computer memory the data are transferred onto a magnetic
drum, where t1hey are subdivided into three zones. During the
primary processing the data stored on the drum are arranged
into a standard form. During the following analysis the
aerological information is retrieved in accordance with
certain code groups associated with the type of data; for
instance the value of the standard isobaric level (850, 700
or 500 millib~ar). The station identification is found using
a stored glossary. Finally, the retrieved information is
arranged in a standard form and stored on the magnetic drum
for subsequent use. The program was tried out during four
different periods during which a total of 2 3 42 telegrams
were processed. Despite some errors in processing and in
the incoming information the results were, by and large,
satisfactory.
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THE PRINCIPLES OF ALGORITHM GENERATION FOR PROCESSING OF
DATA ON SOURCES OF ATMOSPHERICS

Tsimmerman, G. G., and S. B. Shamuilova, (70)

An algorithm was generated for finding the coordinates
and determining the shape of the sources of meteorological
disturbances on the basis of bearings obtained from several
points. While the paper deals with atmospherics, any fast
moving atmospheric disturbance such as a tornado, hurricane,
cl ud burst, etc. can be located using the method developed.
To obtain the bearings on atmospherics the same methods were
used as for the location of an unknown radio-transmitter,
the difference being that there are about 44,000 such
"unknown transmitters" active on earth every day and the
transmissions occur at a rate of 100 every second. There-
fore, the bearings are found not for all atmospherics, but
only for those which are active at the time when synchro-
nizing commands actuate the remote locating installations.
A cluster of radio-locators consists of 4--6 separate
stations (radiogoniometric points), with one of them exer-
cising the command functions for the others (sometimes
sequentially). The minimum angular increment of the bearings
is 20, hence the angular values are recorded as two digit
numbers from 00 to 90. An observation period is between 15
and 20 minutes. At tne processing centers the received
messages are decoded, the data are plotted on a map covering
a territory of several thousands of kilometers, and the
sources of atmospherics are located in the conventional
manner. Some problems: uncertainty due to the intersection
of more than two lines, each of which passes through an
accurately known point in a certain direction; rejection of
some bearings, etc. These problems are solved on the basis
of instructions and the experience of the operator. The
information on atmospherics is subsequentl' distributed
using telegrams known as "Atmos." Some questions arise
concerning the shape and the location of the atmospherics
which also have to be answered by the operator using his
intuition. The purpose of the computer program described
in the paper was to eliminate the manual processing of infor-
mation at the centers. The computer accepts the information
from the radio-locating stations, processes it, and sends out
the "Atmos" telegrams. The decoding of the original messages
and the encoding of the outgoing telegrams is extensively
discussed by the authors. Two processing variants were
employed. 50% of the processed cases did not exceed the
maxi•-im p-emissible error and 80% did not exceed twice the
erro value.



LOGIC E1•LE1EN•• BASED C,. CURRENT DISTRIBUTION AND THEIR USE
i1 DISCRETE SYSTEMS. I'ART I. OPERATIONAL PRINCIPLES AND
TYPICAL CIRCUITS

f - r e AneoV) TL. and N. I. Radomysl'skaya. (1)

Tne operation anJ performance of digital systems
u ±± zing log ic elements based on current distribution (CD)
are reviewed. The main component in such logic elements is
a ferrite transformer or a coil whose impedance is a function
of tne magnetic state of the core, hence the term "current
distribution" element. Initially, a "write" current pulse
magnetizes the ferrite core in a direction determined by the
direction of the current flow w.th respect to the core; if the
subsequent "read" current pulse passes in the same direction
as the preceeding "write" pulse, the winding offers low
impedance. The impedance is determined by the ohmic wire
resistance and the minor change along the flat portion of the
hysteresis loop in the magnetization state of the core. In
contrast, a "read" current pulse of the opposite direction
will encounter high input impedance due to a reversal in the
magnetization state. A core with multiple windings functions
like a relay in which the number of contacts equals the
number of windings. Some of the complex digital systems
Liased on this analogy are described. The commutator is
intended for switcning of pulses coming through several
inputs into different output circuits. Pulse distribution
is controlled by the separate pulses introduced through the
contr~si inputs. Two sets of transformers are used. The
first set is switched into the desired logic state by the
contr-.... pulses and subsequently distributes the input pulses
in ac,. rdance with this logic state. Since the magnetization
state of the high impedance (with respect to the input pulse)
elements is reversed and the information content thereby
destrojed, an auxiliary set of logic elements is provided.
it is. designed to preserve the initial logic information and
to restore the main set of logic elements to their original
state after the passage of the input pulses. This operation
is controlled by clock pulses introduced into separate
windings. A distributor works similarly but the input-output
relations are fixed. A binary shift register and a ring
counter also include two sets of transformers and involve
two-cycle operation. OR, AND, and NOT logic functions based
on CD elements, as well as applications o:: them (such as a
binary reversible counter, a decimal reversible counter, a
tinary accumulating adder, a decoder, and a code comparator),
.,re described in detail snd circuit diagrams are included.
CD digital systems ar,' u.eJ In automatic meteorological
stations and equipment.



LOGIC ELLENENT6 EA6L1 O 0 1,4 HFiJ.T Di8..... . 1... , ...
DISCRETE SYSTENS. PART II. DL.?IGN OF CURRENT )S:E:•UTi!w•
SYSTEMS

Afinogenov, L. P., aria N. i. Radomysl'skaya. [2)

Design data and design examples of digital systwm i .!-I

on current distribution (CD) elements are presenteu. Phe:
are two main types of CD circuits: series connections- of
individual CD elements (for instance, in tne coil,_-1tur
circuit of a driver transistor), and ser 1 es-paraliei cc:ln.c-
tions which permit realization of complex logic f'l:ctlins.
To ensure proper functioning of these circuiLts the fo]iowi.n47
conditioi.s must be fulfilled: 1) The "true" currentinuct m .e
adequate to ensure complete state reversal of the corces.
2) The "read" pulse must terminate before reversal of til
core's state is completed. 3) The driving currti~t :,must bt: of
sufficient amplitude to account for all the "false" -'urr•nt.z
which branch off. 4) Because of the inductive load, ,he
driving pulses increase their amplitude gradually lvltil•
This rise must be fast enough to achieve the required vaiu.,-
during the operational time of the pulse. 5) T'Ihe total
voltage applied to the driving transistor must not •x~eed
the maximum value specified for the particular type. C) The
EMF generated during the "wirte" cycle in a multiwincitrnp
transformer must not exceed the maximum reverse voltac7e
the diode connected to tnese windings. 7) The *lIeJn ; ,i v.:,•
must take into account the component toierances and t:1-
variation in pulse parameters in their least favcraule
combination. 8) The logic design .with CD elements -tL.:t
ensure the proper logic function during the "read" eyeit.
The authors consider each of these conditions separatei$' u,..
provide all required design equations as well as pract'c,
advice. Many examples are used to illustrate th(e explanat-ons.
A separate section deals with designs for operati(:n 'urir1.
wide variations in ambient temperature.

OPERATION OF A TWO-COORDINATE TRACING DEVICE IN A URAL-2
COMPUTER SYSTEM

Bychkov, N. F., and V. D. Ivanov. (18)

A two-coordinate plotter interfaced with a nltrcor!L
computer to draw weather maps is aescribed. The device
operates as a self-contained unit, i.e., by mean., of an
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•."t, Lfuriatiorn carrier, and it is designed according
Lo tilt-,_ ýPinc Jple of analog systems. The technical design data
arc •:et by tiiC requirements for prQducing synoptic weather
map,;. it function generator with a feedback unit (for each
of thi-• ,irates) forms and electrical bridge with a

diagronal wrhose t:,isalignment voltage reaches the system of the
_tc-ctri(-1 drive of the coordinates by way of an electronic'

f.'•r-_. order to provide a linear relationship between
~P., CLta0,. jI'ided by the controlled resistances and the

ov-munt of the slave mechanism, it is necessary to fulfillJ•
4ne conAditionc of a constant sum of numerically controlled 4-
r.esi•'anc•' h.: zR, R 0 , i.e., RE = R, + Pz + R 0 = const.
clr.,ult (Tharam of the generator with the feedback unit of
onv. of coordinates, a diagram of the direction of move-
mont •,f thl v-oltage and a diagram of the output commutator o-f
the two-coor(tinate plotter are presented. The programming of
it o2ration or given in detail.

ýt J';: 114AT1PC PLOTTING OF GRAPHIC INFORMATION

Dreyer, A. A. (26)

X,,e oroulem of converting Information obtained in
-r: " -c~:-:,ds to electric signals or to digital values

,.',:fr- rocesing data (for use in an electronic

'z- : exam?.nif , and simple schemes are suggested for

tli• prjo-. The conversion of graphic information to a
lt~t jitra, form is made in two steps: 1) an analog

ji''na]s o1;ta: nea corresponding to the graphic record (an

cpe,-. ion inverse to that taking place during the recording
o the analog signal is made discrete and is

represented in the required code form. The analog signal

nay be obtained by means of an optical plotter or by tracing.
Yr.C•iruaing method, semi-automatic, permits one to trace any

record. U1e of the EPP-90 automatic potentiometer in this
procedure "s described, and a scheme is devised to obtain a

signal nroportional to a processed record of any value.
Cont~rv .f -hif plotting scale allows automatic introduction
(during treatment of a curve) of calibration or scale factors

ana alzo aPlow3 one to obtain digital values in units of the

• ..... ,rit. ratner than in millimeters of tape. The

anralog siginal obtained from the curve may be used in different

ways'-: onverted to discrete values, converted for introduc-
rion, t- ia:,.tputer memory band, introduced into an analog

ye, recorded on magnetic tape, or recorded on another
tape wlt! .;ome desired scale. It is stated that use of the
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described setup for plotting monthly-record tapes of atmos-
pheric pressure will permit printing out of ordinate values
on the tape in 30 minutes.

ORG: State Oceanographic Institute (Gosudarstveiinyy ojeario-
graficheskiy institut)

A DESCRIPTION OF A STANDARD INFORMATION PROCESSING PROGRAM
FOR A TWO-COORDINATE PLOTTER

Rubinshteyn, Z. R. (55)

The author describes a special program for controllivg
an on-line digital plotter. The coordinate information for
each point of a curve to be automatically plotted by the
plotter must be in the following format:

1. The incremental increases in both orthogonal axes must
not exceed a predetermined value.

2. Th- coordinates of each pcl,, on the plot must riot
exceed the value of a three (1:Lrit octal number
(7778 = 51110) and must be -cated in a specific location
in the computer's operational menmory.

3. The coordinates of every point must also include informa-
tion for pen and plotter control.

The program allows for an arbitrary selectin of the scales,
the origin point, and the incremental coordinate change. 250
points per second can be plotted, with the speed of the
plotter being determined by the size of the lncremenits. The
program was written and tested in the Hydrometeorological
Center SSSR using the M-20 computer. The paper includes a
brief description of the program details and of the mathe-
matical relations involved.

AUTOMATIC PLOTTING OF ISOLINE MAPS

Semendyayev, K. A. (59)

An algorithm for automatic generation of isoline maps
by means of a computer and a two-coordinate plotter is
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ec ,. e sot-cial features of the method are the
4aa-ilrt (rather than linear or cubic) interpolation and
.r&u siriutarnous tauulation of isoline tables on the basis

V a c-. ±analyý;I- of the input information. The algorithm
Sf-',, t. _ llowing form:

'v<• '0etangc is divided into a set of bands which
:', • av'al to the X axis. Each band is subdivided into k
,tiilr1.ur *ana, with k selected such that within the limits of
the re:uirea accuracy linear interpolation in the Y direction

" rl Ss-ble within the width of the smaller band. In addi-
-ien,, trc rincremen.al increase of the function f(x, y) in.
ths *ircectiur, must not cxceed twice the value of the incre-
mentai functlcn change between the isolines, which is always

S:Lsil.. Uzin7'g iuadratic interpolation in Y, the values of
f(x, ;') at the reference nodes on the upper boundary of the
band are compuuted. This upper boundary is also the lower
boundar'Y cf the next higher band. Naturally, no interpola-
tion is necessary for the lines serving as the boundaries
of ti• ::in (larger) bands. Next, by means of inverse
quadratic interpolation the points of the isolines are
located on this boundary line. After that, taking each of
the rectangles forming the band, the isoline points are
located on the side (vertical) lines; the appropriate points
are connected, and their coordinates listed in the isoline
tables, while the plotter simultaneously plots the isoline

,Jý,al:,ematical basis of this technique, the program
uetaiis and the transfer of information to the plotter are
-xtensivcly, iLceus-ed. An experimental program based on the
d___-_ . a>,-orlithm w;as tried at the Hydrometeorological

Cen•ter •'-R. The plotting of' an isoline map used for a short
ter::; 'rerationai numerical prognosis (26 x 36 points) took
'n1-1 tree minutes.

THE PRINCIPLES OF THE DESIGN OF A PROGRAM FOR RETRIEVAL OF
.;YlOPTTC TELEGRAMS FROMI THE GENERAL FLOW OF METEOROLOGICAL
INFORMATION

Kartashova, 14. V., and T. V. Popova. (40)

A computer program was developed fov- automatic retrieval
cf synoptic teiegrams from the total flow of meteorological
data into the central meteorological station. The problem of
dcsiz;ninri tn- i-o-ram was complicated by the far't that the



Soviet Union uses 3everai 4L.,- L•. ' .•,Z-CiV . :L: -

the meteorological messages, w.ZiWL- Lnvi majority ef ot, ev
countries use a standard code. in fa*st, three- difft,'.:•.t

title codes are used: the "four-digit" numer, the "

board" message, and the "byul" type. The internation i
code messages containing synoptic iliformation al;.ays be!i!.
with the small letter "s." To retrieve the telegrams
containing synoptic information sevural _otecut , r.
and check methods are employed. The !'rocce's .c L'
deciding whether a given line in fact is a titic of a c
summary. To this end, at first only lines contaiLnn nore
than six groups of digits or letters are passeu. i. the
line is tested for the presence of certain identi ,

groups. Depending on the identifying symbol, the ,
information contained in the telegram can be cla:i'>J u.ii•
the corresponding subsequent symbol groups. Since t;c tnd-
of-message group "nnnn" is frequently distorted or :;±irin t,
search continues until two consecutive lines are unidentifiable.
After the message has been recognized as containing a synoptic
summary it is converted from teletype into decimal ýoue and
stored in the memory of the computer with an appro•. '.
identification. The information is transferred f.c::, tK-
teletype tape onto magnetic tape and then automati-ally
processed. The number of telegrams from the overland stations
exceeds by far that from the ship-board stations. The autio:u's
discuss at length the sources and nature of oorc occurriL&2
in the course of automatic processing. Experience •,.w:- that
70% of messages from the over-land stations and o rum the
ships are recognized correctly. 'he main sourc.-s of ½.>sz :,f
synoptic data are errors in the message titles, non-sLandard
titles, and the absence of a clear end-of-message !vroup.
The large variety of codes conapiieate- the autuit e .r...
The program uses about .300-1400 m:emory locatio1 , o iat-. fI'o!;

10,000 stations occupies 2000 locations. The time for
processing the data from one period (September 23, 1965, six
hours) with the print-out of only the rejected telegrams was
25 minutes.

SOME RESULTS -F MECHANIIZATIO N uF THE PROCESlS( .oF ýYDROLOGTC
OBSERVATIONS

Dr-ment'yev, ii. F., and V. 4. Grigor'yev. (19)

This paper represents tnle results of ',ontixui.,r" t:ff.2rto
to automate tnfl processinfr of hydrol4:V,ýic data. Thci ,,tuIhuP
state_ that z.., rrcessin< must provide for mech, ni:o.tion
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a.l lij .tages of the processing, beginning with the initial
::ndiirz of ooservational data and ending with advanced

:rogramninr and processing for research purposes. The
processing must be carried out by means of electronic digital
•mputers with appropriate output systems. Mechanization of

the process for nonautomated hydrologic stations will give
oDst results when the observations are handled by digital
computers directly at the observation site. Where observa-
orons are niot automated, it is now possible to develop a

Oystem of automatic treatment of observations from an
e::tensive hydrologic network. Further investigation should
be dirccted toward the search for new, more efficient methods

preparing data for input into digital computers, and also

t:oward developing algorithms and programs that include the
7:,&st difficult stage, the automatic logic checking of obser-

vational results.
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PART IV. INSTRUMENTS AND COMPONENTS

A. Wind

APPARATUS FOR MEASURING THE MEAN VALUES OF WIND SPEED AND
DIRECTION. CLASS 42, NO. 218552 [Announced by Scientific
Research Institute of Hydrometeorological Instrument
Manufacture (Nauchno-issledovatel'skiy institut gidrometeor-
ologicheskogo priborostroyeniya)]

Gulyayev, A. A. (36)

An Author Certificate has been issued for an apparatus
for measuring the mean values of wind speed and direction
(see Fig. 1). The unit contains receivers for wi,,d speed
and direction and a pulse-generating system. To increase
accuracy and reliability in measurements, the pulse-generating

system is made in the form of
converters, such as photodiodes
(placed along the axes of a
rectangular system of coordinates,
the origin of which coincides
with tne axis of rotation of the
wind vane) and a disc supporting
concentrically located pulse-

a• producing loops. The axis of
1 0 , E E.orientation of the plate is

4- 4 .shifted relative to the axis of
L Ilk rotation of the wind vane by the

magnitude of its eccentricity
and connected with it by gears.

Fig. 1.

APPARATUS FCR MEASURING SPEED AND DIRECTION OF THE WIND.
CLASS 42, N: 218551 [Announced by Scientific Research Insti-
tute of HyL - eteorological Instrument Manufacture (Nauchno-
issledovatel skiy institut gidrometeorologicheskogo priboro-
stroyeniya)]

Gulyayev, A. A., K. N. Manuylov, L. A. Shestopalov, and
V. A. Yurchuk. (37)

An Author Certificate has been issued for an apparatus
for measuring wind speed and direction, containing wind
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speed and direction receivers, a pulse
former and an optical system (see
Fig. 1). To automate the process of
geometric summing segments of the
path which the wind traverses in
various directions during a determined
period of time, the apparatus is fitted
with a summer, made in the form of an
elastic rod. One end of the rod is
rigidly fixed, and the other end is
connected, perhaps inductively, with
the pulsed energy accumulators rad.z'.!y

- positioned around it. [Translation of

Fig. 1. patent abstract]

M-95 ANEMOMETER

"Liyepa, E. Ya. (46)

The M-95 anemometer is intended for installation on port
cranes, in fields, and other areas where there is a need for
protecting equipment against high winds. The M-95 measures
instantaneous wind speed, automatically determines dangerous
wind speeds and gust duration, and turns on emergency
protective devices. The unit is equipped with a three-bladed
wind sensor and a device which gives light signals and a sound
alarm. The M-95's specifications are as follows:
Instantaneous wind-speed measurement ranges -- 2 to 25 and

", to L10 m/sec

Maximrum error -- ±1.0 + 0.05 m/sec

Wind sensor threshold sensitivity -- 1.5 + 0.3 m/sec

Setting range for triggering mechanism -- 10 to 25 m/sec

Triggering-speed accuracy -- 3 m/sec

Setting range for gust duration -- 1 to 6 sec

Setting accuracy for gust duration -- '0.3 sec

Line current -- 220 v, 50 cyc

Remote operating di.stance -- up t, 100 m
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Dimensions:
Wind sensor -- 280 x 250 mm
Control box -- 255 x 284 x 160 mm

Weight:
Wind sensor-- 1.2 kg
Control box -- 5.2 kg

Permissible ambient air temperature at 95 t3% humidity -- from
-40 to +500 C

Cost -- 150 rubles

Manufacturer -- Riga Experimental Hydrometeorological Instrument
Plant

[LB]

CONVERSION OF SIGNALS FROM A BRIDLED-CUP ANEMOMETER

Torochkov, V. Yu. (67)

An electronic accessory to the M-27 bridled cup aue-aviutetei.
is described which indicates the average wind speed. The
anemometer has multiple cups connected to a shaft which is
restrained in its rotation by a couple of springs attached to
the anemometer's housing. Because the angle of rotation Is
a linear function of wind speed, a potentiometer connected to
the shaft generates an electric signal proportional to the
instantaneous value of the wind speed. In the described
accessory the signal from the anemometer is amplified and
used to drive a small motor. The motor, in turn, drives an
indicator of the average wind speed. The servo-loop is closed
by a feedback element which transforms the displacement of the
indicator into an electric signal. The use of the averaging
accessory in conjunction with bridled cup anemometers
increases the accuracy of the wind speed indication, as
compared to that obtainable with rotating anemometers.
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DL'VICL FOR REMOTE MEASURING OF WIND PARAMETERS. CLASS 42,
NO. 206924 [Announced by Scientific Research Institute of
Hydrometeorological Instruments (Nauchno-issledovatel'skiy
institut gidrometeorologicheskogo priborostroyeniya)]

Manuylov, K. N., A. L. Zlatin, A. A. Gulyayev, M. Ya. Shapiro,
Yu. V. Yermakov, S. M. Ryzhikova, G. S. Gershenzon, V. A.
Yurcnak, D. Ya. Surazhskiy, I. N. Mogil'ner, L. A. Shestopalov,
0. A. Volkova, and V. I. Dmitriyev. (48)

Arn Author Certificate has been issued for a device to
be used iL remote measuring of wind parameters. This device
contains a set of wind receivers with a wind vane rigidly
connected to the casing of the unit, a propeller with the
moving part of the primary contactless pulse-type speed sensor
attached to its axis, and a measuring unit with pulse ccounters
(see Fig. 1). To increase the accuracy and reliability of

this device by contactless con-
vaivsion of the wind direction
value into a phase shift between1_7 a series of pulses, the device is

.I provided with two additional
0 contactless pulse sensors. The

moving part of these sensors is
fixed to the horizontal gear of a
pair of cone gears connecting the
sensors to the propeller. To

I " determine the mean wind direction,
the set of wind receivers is
supplied with an indicator showing
the position of the wind vane.

SThis indicator has the form of a
magnetic half-ring attached to the
casing and an immovable contact

Fig. I. pair, while the measuring unit
contains a logic circuit with a

aistrioutor electrically connected to the pulse sensor and to

the contact pair. This arrangement automatically selects the

datum for measuring the angles, interrelated to the state of

the contact pair. To correlate automatically the wind
direction with speed, the measuring unit contains a pulse
generator connected to the primary speed sensor. The output

part of this generator is connected to the pulse counter.
[Translation of patent abstract]
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GYROSCOPIC AhiEMORHUMBOMET ER. CLASS 42, NO. 218553 [Announced
by Moscow Engineering Institute of Geodesy, Aerial Photography
and Cartography (Moskovskiy iJnstitut inzhenerov geodezii,
aerofotos"yemki i kartografii)]

Torochkov, V. Yu. (68)

An Author Certificate has been issued for a gyroscopic
anemorhumbometer consisting of three wind receptacles (each
of which holds a wind vanc which is connected to the outer
frame of the gyroscopic appai~atus and oriente•i at right
angles to the other wind vanes), a protractor on the inner
frame (connected to a moment meter on the outer frame). To
measure the components of the mean wind vector colinear with
the wind vane when its position is unchanging, the protractor,
mounted on the axis of the outer frame of each wind receptacle,
is connected to the moment meter, mounted on the axis of the
inner frame. [Translation of patent abstract]

WIND SPEED-FIELD IN THE LAYER OF AIR OVER WATER

Yefimov, V. V. (73)

The method used on the 18th cruise of the R/V Mikhail
Lomonosov to determine simultaneously wind speed in the layer

of air over the water and wave height is described. Measure-
ments were made with a special buoy consisting of a float and
mast carrying wind-speed sensors. ,i.cking was minimized by

using a counterweight attached to a universa2 joint. Vertical
movement of the buoy was iieasured with a GM-l1 wave gage which

- was Luspendpd on a long
cable. The float diameter
was 12C cm, the height of
float was 40 cm, the height

-4 of mast 3.5 m, and total
j weight of biuoy was 110 kg.

All electronic equipment
was located on the ship
and connected to the
beacon by a 1-conductor
cable. Special low-
inertia, mechanical anemom-
eters were used to measure
wind speed. The housing 2
and the special breavings 3
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S..... r n ASC-3 .hi:dmiii anemometer. A miniature
t•~ : ah Pb-3 ,photodide were used to convert the number

11cvo-uior of the vane I into electrical impulses. The
-!ct- ,•a the photeriode against direct rays of the

i. tricai impulses from the photodiode, the frequency
Swru ici ',1s proportional to the measured wind speed, passed

• tri tn catle to the frequency meter. The current at the
,,tiut of the frequency meter was then recorded on an H-700
•.•cllopsra 1 A. The time constant of the anemometer was

;.u sec, the dyrnamic range 2-15 m/sec, and the precision
jf ,reasurement of wind speed in this range was 2%. Statis-

-uroce,•i' l• of the curves recorded from the special buoy
•er, -,ttcua co~i..tioh ,f spectral densities of the waves and
pui..'tincr in wind speed at several different heights above
tflL- surface. The avcrago values and distribution of wind
opLou at these heights wero also determined. A high degree
of ::orrespondence was found between pulsattons in wind speed
and the spectral densities of the waves, some variations in
corr'espondence being accounted for by waves due to swell.
I- order that large pulsations in wind speed not lead to
.r-ior. ~in measurements, the time constant of the anemometer
c:!ould be at least one order less than the period of wind
waves.

ON THE POSSIBILITY OF MEASURING TiHE VELOCITY OF MOVING GASES
A,'ND LIQUIDS WITH THE AID OF A GENERATING SYSTEM WITH DELAYED
ACOUSTIC FEEDBACK

Afin•'ovrnov, P., and M. V. Popov. (4)

ýro_ 1ossibility of measuring mass flow and velocity of
• witn the aid of a self-sustained oscillating system

wit:-. delayed acoustic feedback is considered. There are two
ideas behind the method. The first is based on the fact that
the velccity vector of acoustic wave propagation in a moving
medium is equal to the sum of the velocity vectors of the
medium and of propagation velocity for acoustic oscillations
in the given medium. The second is based on the occurrence
of self-suistained oscillations in a system consisting of an
amulifier with feedback of the pure delay type. The basic
unit of tne measurement system is a generator whose frequency
depends on the velocity of the medium. A generator of this
type may have the form of an amplifier with electroacoustic
feedback. The block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 1.
it co.u:sists of the following three elements: 1) electronic

- f:Ler U; 2) acoustiL :adiatuor connected to the output
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of tht: amplifier.. T1; r 'ad ator
-- L-- "converts electric oscillationý: in-c,

elastic oscillations (soric, ,,tr.•.
- ~Iv~y~ ~jJ~sonlo); 3) receiver R, x~L~con-

verts the osciliatiorns cf Ltt: mUne'-
into electric signi1s whicht are ,"' •i

U to the input of tlh ampllfiev.
rig. The following equat.ion i.. d - LV

for the frequency of oscillations

f J.N ' 4,,'

This equation shows that a condition of phase Laimn•:c na•y
satisfied by a series of frequencies fl, f', , wich .

obtained if the numbers 1, 2, 3... are substitutea into H].
The frequency of oscillations (for any N) is a linear funrc,: o
of medium velocity v2. In a true systeimi the self-sustainod
oscillations 1;dll have a complex form and will consist of
the basic ar.Q hiigher harmonics. The form of the curve wlij
be determined by the frequency characteristics ,--, •'" the-
nonlinearity of the system. It is assumed that t. n-
linearity is small in which case basic oscii1at.on;, 'ios"ýkv
to sinusoldal will occur:

This relationship may be used as the operating rin -.-
the device but this is associated with two incorner. , :ms:
1) Equation (2) has the form

A, V- N'.

It is more convenient when the free termrr is equ±1 to :-ero,
i.e.,

(, " ':" (3)

2) If the propagation velocity in a stationary maed itm vaiezs
this leads to an error

The above two shortconrings arcý :eLimlnated by uz.ni,,r "t: .la,.>-
circuit as shown in Fig. 2. The instrument conta r, •uw

independent generat-n'.tn s:'.tems analokous to tho:;, , own ir
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Fig. I. The radiators 2 and
-- .receivers 3 of both systems

S.. are arranged in such a way
... .. .- li_. that the acoustic waves in

L - the medium are propagated inI-opposite directions. Then
the frequencies of oscilla-

S-7 tions generated by systems
I and II will be

2 -- (-, -! ( )

Fig. 2. Structure of the T- - .1
balanced scheme.

Voltages at frequencies fl
nf; are fed to a mixer and a difference frequency is

" azen from the output of the mixer

--- -- v... (6)

ihis i: thtf frequency which is fed into the measuring device
D. lin the balance system the basic relationship (6) has the
form f = cv 2 and the coefficient of proportionality c is
independent of medium properties. If the number of periods
is counted instead of measuring the frequency, the counter
r-7eadings will be proportional to the mass flow

t t

A' - oq L.L tydt.
o U

Cloud Height

REVILW OF CEILOMETERS

Szc~ievii-:ov, •. S., and L. S. Shestopalov. (14)

A ILumber of non-Soviet ceilometers and the Soviet RNGO
Aoui; ccilometer (see Fig. 1) are reviewed. The operating
urirnLplcs, design, advantages, and shortcomings of the
units auiE discussed in some detail and a table is presented
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Fig. 1. RNGO A26m ceilometer

1 - Parabolic glass mirror; 2 - drivemotor reduction

gear; 3 - four-link coupling; 4 - receiving selsyn;
5 - repeater; 6 - receiver mirror; 7 - photocell;

8 - narrow-band two-stage amplifier; 9 - selective
optical filter.

showing the basic characteristics of 6 non-Soviet ceilometerz
and the RNGC A26m ceilometer. A breakdown of the character-
istics of the A26m is given below.

Measurement range 50-500 m
Accuracy :(8 to 5.7)%
Remote operation 100-m cable
Base (1) 200 m
Power consumption 2 kw
Measurements per minute 2
Light source mercury tube
Tube output capability 2.4 kw
Tube output capability 10 stilb
Flash frequency 100 Hz

Service life 150-200 hrs
Reflector diameter 600 mm
Detector mirror diameter 450 mm
Recorder tape width 100 mm
Weight 260 kg
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Dimensions:

Projector 0.98 x 0.82 x 0.78 m
Detector 0.65 x 0.65 x 0.93 m
Recorder 0.26 x 0.20 x 0.22 m

Pne sensing element in the detector is a cesium antimony
photocell. Among the basic shortcomings of the A26m are the
pour reliability of the motor and stylus, the high power
consumption, and difficulty with voltage stabilization. [LBJ

ORG: NIIGMN

PULSED-LIGHT CLOUD-HEIGHT INDICATORS

bozhevikov, N. S., and L. S. Shestopalov. (13)

Pulsed-light cloud-height indicators presently in use in
the Soviet Union and abroad are reviewed. The design and
operation of the Soviet Oblako cloud-height indicator is
described, illustrated, and compared with French (TNS, TNR,
and TNE), Japanese (Jma-58), and Swedish (Defense Institute
model) indicators. The measurement range of the Oblako
system is 50-2000 m with an accuracy of 10% * 5 m and
5% ± 50 m at the lower and upper ranges, respectively.
Remote operation is up to 100 m with a power of 0.5 kwatt
required. T e light source is an ISSh-100-3 pulsed light
with a flash length of 0.5 usec, a flash frequency of 20 Hz,
an instantaneous output of 10,000 kwatt, and a service life
of 5 hr. An FEU-1 photomultiplier is used as the receiver
and the number of measurements made is four. The diameter of
the parabolic mirnor in both the projector and receiver is
350 mm. The distance between the projector and receiver is
8-10 m and the total weight is 250 kg. An attachment, the
IP-IV, which extends the remote operating capability up to
10 km is available for this system. When using this attach-
ment, the power required goes up to 0.6 kwatt. The IP-IV
also provides permanent recording on strip chart. Block
diagrams and photos of some of the units discussed in the
article are shown. [LB]

ORG: NIIGMP



INCREASING THE USEFUL LIFE uF Thf MECHANISM UI:, ;\:< ,
CLOSING THE LIDS OF THE "OBLAKO" DEVICE

Sof'in, V. K., and G. M. Fedorov. (63)

A method for increasing the useful life of the inecnnri.m
opening and closing lids on the "Oblako" device is presen*,]_J.
The method consists of replacing the worn-out lever and
exposing heretofore unused teeth on the large gear by turnii,-
this gear through 6 cm in the clockwise direction. T- insure
a proper fit for all holes on the large gear, the positiol, 'f
teeth is marked on a piece of stiff paper template .:hiie th%
gear is in the original position. Next, the paper template
is turned through 6 cm in the counterclockwise direction, arid
the new position of the holes is marked out on the gear.
After drilling the new holes, the lid-lifting mechanism i1

reasse:::bled. A schematic cf
the mechanism is presented
(see Fig. 1). It was found
that the operation could be
repeated 5-6 times, thus
prolonging the useful life of
the device by a like factor.

ORG: UGMS TsChO

Fig. 1. 1 - Dampers;
2 - gear; 3 - electric
motor; 4 - lever arm;
5 - crank pin; 6 - ter-
minal switch; 7 - square
axle.



3CCi'ME €POF CONTROLLING THE POSITION OF LIDS ON THE "OBLAKO"
DEVICE

2c.ruzin, A. 1. (64)

To insure proper control of the lid position, viz.,
"olpen-closed," on the "Oblako" device, the switching scheme
zhown in Fig. 1 is proposed. The switch P3 is replaced by

a double pole six-contact switch.
13 The contacts 1 and 6, 3 and 4,

7 and 12, 9 and 10 are connected
to lead 83 and contacts 7 and 12

S7'_ are connected by a separate lead
to the fourth pin of the ShR3
transmitter connector. Contacts
013 and 4 are connected to lead 13.

JJ Signal lamps of type DN26 x 0.15
6 v and damping resistors PEV-20

|L Y"I (2400 ohm) or neon lamps of
type MN-3 and corresponding
damping resistors of between

12 83 5 500 ohm to 2 Mohm are connected
between contacts 2 and 5 and 8

Fig. 1. A circuit for and 11. The scheme is arranged
opening and closing the in such a way that after throwing
lids of the "Oblako" device, switch P2 to the "on" position

and putting P3 in the "up"
position, the lids begin to open. When the lids are com-
_Leteiy open, both signal lamps light up. When the PR switch
i0 turned to the "down" position, the lids begin to close and
the liint• Lo out. On complete closing, the lights go on
again. The device is switched off by putting switch P3 in
the middle position and toggle switch P2 in the "off"
position.

iOh": Yakutsi,. UGMS

VuibLPb• INDiCAT.ON OF THE NONSTABLE PERFORMANCE OF THE
I'}(JTOrIUIIP.EL [EI 12,, TIlE OBLAKO UNIT

Fedorovich, F. N. (28)

£ I.1. oI0 ý 0404?Vk-L, ~ ~0 oil 010D$H

o2 te "bla1ko" device used for determining cloud height
W..... ?".. - - ml functionlng, FEIJ-1 photomultiplier tube.
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When the faulty tube was replaced Dy a good tube, the irregular
signals disappeared. It is concluded that the interpretation
of the irregular signals, advanced by some observers as
being due to snow or fog formations, is erponeous.

ORG: UGMS Krasnoyarsk

C. Temperature

AUTOMATIC THERMOMETER

Bogachev, E. Yu., A. V. Goreleychenko, S. P. Semenov, Ye. I.
Sheyman. (12)

An automatic recording thermometer was designed for
determining water temperatures of lakes and seas. This device
consists of a PTS-500 platinum resistance thermometer, a dc
bridge, a numerical impulse coder and decoder, a null indi-
cator, and a recorder. A photograph of the complete instru-
ment is given, and schematics of the principal elements of
the instrument are presented in Fig. 1. This instrument was

P,3  4,, PIS .1 P. A,' P6, P,, P,- P ., O ..

R, R, R3 L L -4, , L$• . C

P, P, P, P. P, P p, P P, P1 P .: J"

-Ib

Power supply

Fi1. 1. Schematic of the neasurinz and coding ee:eento

tested in May-July 1966 on Lake Valdaysk and gave readings
with a maximum error of *0.3C and average error of 'O.2C.
It may be used for measuring air temperatures in the region
of 150C.
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RESULTS FROM AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION INVOLVING THE
DEPENDENCE OF THE ACCURACY OF AIR TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
ON THE PARAMETERS OF THE THERMORESISTOR AND TEMPERATURE UNIT
IN THE RADIOSONDE

Ai-tuzova, V. N., Yu. A. Glagolev, M. V. Krechmer, and L. F.
Tormoz. (7)

A new temperature-sensitive unit for use on RKZ type
radiosondes was designed and is shown schematically in Fig. 1.

0 z I
-7.-

~I

Fig. 1. New and old thermal units for net-like
radiosondes of RKZ type.

a) Side view of new unit; b) top view of fr•.,ae of
new unit; c) side view of old unit. 1 and 2 -
housing of thermoresistor and electrical thermo-
resistor leads; 3 - holders (silver-plated steel
wire, 1 mm); 3' - petals; 4 and 4' - insulators;
5 - bracket; 6 - electrical leads; 7 - instrument
housing.

The performance of this unit was compared with that used on
RKZ-l and A-22 radiosondes in experiments carried out in
September 1965. The measuring accuracy of the new thermal
unit at elevations of 20-30 km was 4-4.5 times that of the
unit used in A-22 radiosondes.

ORG: Central Aerological Observatory (Tsentral'naya
aerologicheskaya observatoriya)
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zprIng 1 (Fig. I) suspended Ln the brackett 2. A pultVtcr L,

attached to the center of the spring,

while the bracket is fastened to th2
housing 3. Both the sprin!. and tie
bracket are madc of a bimetal. An
analysis by the author produced an

R _expression for the transducer convt3-lt
R1 of this sensor:

I - 3, dn Al KI nt,-3

Fig. I. where d is the mean diameter of the
spring coils, n is the number- of

coils in one direction, M is the sensitivity constant for

bimetal, hr is the thickness of the bimetal strip in the

spring, hc is the thickness of the bimetal strip in thn

bracket,

+

is the coefficient of spring stiffness during extension,

KC is the coefficient of bracket stiffness during bending,
is the pitch angle of the spring coils. The experimental

.:;ensor had a sensitivity of 0.47 angular degrees/ 0 C. An
extensive experimental evaluation of the temperature sensor

confirmed theoretical performance data. ,iuch of these data

are. included in the paper as are the mathe-faticaJ aerivatioiis

Qf the transducer constant and the stiffness cuc;f'ficiont K

functions of the sensor's design parameters.



OME B•,,ULTS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF A TECHNIQUE FOR MEASURING
THE TEMPERAT7URIE OF HIGH LAYERS OF THE ATMOSPHERE USING

CROTHERMISTORS

Luianova, L. K., G. A. Kokin, S. P. Petrov, and V. Ya. Rusina.

Preliminary results of laboratory experiments are
_re.ented for the thermal, physical, and aerodynamic charac-
teristics of bead microthermistors (TR) used in meteorolog-
"Ical rockets for temperature measurements in the upper atmos-
:e~re. The experiments were carried out on four TR each
:aving the approximate form of an ellipsoid of revolution
*..th major and minor axes of 280 and 190 v and having a glass
-oating several microns thick. The leads are 0.86 cm long
with a diameter of 30 v. The results are used to evaluate
te importance of each of the terms in the expression

-. "r ' ,T.r
7" 7"- - - rh " - T z.;--" ... '..

under condil.ions of a typical rocket sounding. Here T. is
the atmospheric temperature, TT is the TR temperature, rT
is the TR thermal recovery coefficient, . r, is the ratio

SC,
," specific 1;eats for air, .v., /. T',r.v is the Mach number

:,educed to tne TR temperature, V. is the velocity of the
linuerturbed flow, R is the gas constant for air, ZQR is the
• otal radiation energy absorbed by the TR, h is the TR
,.:nvectiVe heat exchange coefficient, S is the TR surface

t.e • the T'R radiation coefficient, a is the Stefan-
iýcitzmann constant, Qj is the Joule heat developed in the TR,

i•s the heat transferred to or from the TR through the
Js, and cT is the TR specific heat. In the calculations

the TR is approximated by a sphere with a diameter of 300 j.

t is found that under typical sounding conditions:

-i can o. ne...ectea; --.. and must be considered

:''A V)'. _ '5 rlisec; _ at 40 km and must be con-
i:$ T_

~.�rdted for altitudes greater than 35--40 km; " .-- at

;C kin, but increases by a factor of 10 at 60 km and should be
;orisidpred -,Lt altitudes above 40 km; C.- ". ' ., .

ietails of 1.,je experimental determinatilufs of the TR charac-
teristics are aiscussed.
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ON THE COMPENSATION FOR THE RESISTANCE OF LEAD WIRES USED
WITH AN UNBALANCED BRIDGE

Bespalov, D. P., and G. M. Romanova. (10)

The possibility of using a 3-wire circuit with an
unbalanced bridge for the partial compensation of changes
in the resistance of leads, is considered. A circuit is
proposed for a multiple range installation used to measure
and telemeter soil temperature over a distance of 100-200 m
and containing the best compensation for the resistance of
the lead wires. The elements of the circuit adopted in the
production model of the M-54-1 installation are computed.
The 3-wire circuit for measuring temperature with the aid of
an unbalanced bridge is shown in Fig. 1. Analytical expres-

sions are derived for the

r optimum values of the
circuit elements. The
M-54-1 equipment makes it
possible to measure soil
temperature at 10 depths

Mf, a with an accuracy of 0.1 0 C.
0 Each of the 10 thermometers

is connected in series to
the arm of an unbalanced
bridge to measure the

zrenistance, Type
,,,M-117/3 50-0-50 galvanoml-

eter with scale graduations
H,~ 0 0C e Is

fl~~~~~~~iýj I 1ý4ý i~w1 14iiwiwý' Nlgif~f

unbalanced bridge used to measure in Fig. The aP r voult

temperature. offers a high degree of
compensation for changes in

the resistance of leads. It also decreases the number of
resistance values which must be used in the bridge. In place
of 11 different resistances used in the M-54 instrument,
the new instrument uses only 2 values: 3 resistances (RI,
R2, R3 ) at 290 ohms each and 8 resistances (rl, r2, r , ... r8)
at 10.0 ohms each. The improved hermetic sealing of rhe

sensing thermometer, introduced in August 1965 by the

Safonovsk Plant of Hydrometeorological Instruments, has

substantially increased the reliability of the M-54-1. This

has been confirmed by tests carried out at the plant.
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Fig. 2. Electric circuit for a multirange unbal-
anced bridge with a 3-wire connection of thermom-
eters.

D. Meteorological Radar

APPARATUJ FOR STUDYIlIG THE SPACE-TIME CHARACTERISTICS OF
rEawTEOROL GICAL RADAR RETURNS

'ed:-o;, .. P.., and G. •EL. Brylev. (27)

ý,ue zo tnc extreme variability of the space-time charac-
tt.riotics of radar returns from clouds, areas of precipita-
tion, and clear sky, equipment is needed for the simultaneous
reception of micro- and macro-physical radar return charac-
teristics on two wavelengths at various points within the
weather phenomenon in question; the authors have described a
device for this purpose which has the following capabilities:
1) return signal amplitude can be recorded at average time
intervals (Psec to sec); 2) the amplitude of return signals
from various three-dimensional segmerts of the same cloud on
a single frequency can be recorded simultaneously; 3) ampli-
tude recording on two frequencies of returns for identical
ranges. The partially-transistorized device is based on the
time selection principle; the video frequency signals are
recorded on automatic equipment of various types. The
circuit diagram contains eight variable-delay selector

- L .-Best Available Copy



switches between sequenbial selector net works. These delay
circuits provide a working range capability of from 600 to to
300 km; the smallest operable interval is I usec (150 m).
The instrument includes a 1 3-loop N-700 loop oscillograph and
an EPP-09 automatic multichannel recorder. The device iL
calibrated with a standard signal generator. By substarnl.Ially
increasing the real-time radar data flow, the apparatus
described In this paper can be used to: 1) conduct simul-
taneousý measurements of instantaneous and average return
signal vwiues on two wavelengths; 2) study the time-space
characteristics of radar returns on one or two frequencic:;
from a volume of space limited by radiation pattern beamwidth
and scanning pulse duration; 3) investigate time-saco
variations in simultaneous radar returns from various areas
of the same cloud or precipitation zone on a single frequency
(with eight range options) or on two frequencies (with four
range options).

AUTOMATIC SPACE-SCAN MECHANISM FOR METEOROLOGICAL RADAR

Alekseyeva, L. V., V. M. Mogidson, G. L. Nizdoyminoga,
P. N. Nikolayev, and I. N. Udalov. (5)

The authors describe a new type of control device for
use with the antenna electric drive system of a meteorological
radar which permits a spatial segment of interest to be
scanned according to a preset program. Analysis based on
the Soviet MRL-1 meteorological radar indicates that for
present-day limits on antenna beamwidth and rotating -peeu
(slewing rate), and antenna control of this sort is best
programmed for two scanning patterns. At ranges up to 40 kin,
it is recommended that vertical sections be scanned in a
limited number of azimuths, which are determined at the
discretion of the operator based on the actual weather
picture. A 40-km zone can be swept in this way in about 2 min.
From 40 to 300 km, circular scanning is employed for cloud-
cover observations; the zone can be scanned in 5 min for
altitudes up to 16 km. Some of the technical considerations
affecting the design of certain elements and subsystems of
this type of antenna steering mechanism (beam azimuth and
elevation controls) are discussed. Azimuth slewing is
accomplished by continuous circular rotation of the antenna,
with simultaneous stepping in the vertical plane (the step
angle 1s set by one of four discrete wm-king modes) on every
second azimuth sweep. Similarly, elcvLý'J!on-arin]e steering is
:•ccori•piisbed by making the antenna sear.h contitluously from



00 tc 90, traversing at the top and bottom of the search by
an angular increment dctermined by the mode selected. The
logic circuit, pulse shaper, and commutator used in this
antenna control system are described in some detail.

MRL-l METEOROLOGICAL RADAR (49)

The MRL-I radar unit was designed to provide information
on cloud syztemz (-5Lorrm, rain, etc.) both horizontal and
vertical extent, evolution, speed, movement within a 300-km
radius, shape, boundaries, interlayers, as well as on the
nature of precipitation within a 40-km radius. The unit is
based on irradiation of meteorological formations with shf
pulses and obtaining visible radio echo (on screens) whose
characteristics are related in a specific manner to the
microstructure of the clouds and precipitation. The measuring
equipment and specifications are described in detail. [LD]

E. Radiosondes

EXTENDING THE RANGE OF THE "'ETEOR" STATION IN RECORDING THE
DISTANCE TO A RADIOSONDE

Devyatov, Yu. A., and A. P. Murav'yev. (20)

A modification of the "Meteor" radar station is proposed
so that it can determine the range of radiosondes at a
distance2 greater than 150 km. The modification which requires
only an addition of switch B1' is shown in Fig. 1. After the
circuit has been modified it operates in the following
manner: I) When the range is not more than 150 km, Bi' is
in positior 0-150 km and the circuit operates in the conven-
tional marner. 2) When the range exceeds 150 km the operator
places El' into position D + 30 km and sets the scale to
120 >:n; 4nd superposes the dark sight with the interval
between signals from the radiosonde. Under these conditions
thQ system continues to record the range and data from the
radic.'nc but the recorded rangie should be increased by
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30 km. 3) When the range is greater than 180 km, B11 is in
position 0-150 km while the range scale is in the 0 position.
The recorded range is increased by 180 km.

ORG : Verkhne-Volzhskoye UGMS)

AEROLOGIC RADIOSONDES

Trifonov, G. P. (69)

Generalities on Earth's atmosphere rauiosounding are
set forth. A Soviet-made RKZ-1-RMIS-1 radiosounding system
is briefly described. This system consists of an RKZ-1

sonde and an RMS-1 radar meteo station and uses radar means
for ranging. Meteo-element values are transmitted by a
pulse-frequency code. The RKZ-1 comprises: a temperature
sensor, a humidity sensor, a baroswitch, a radio unit, and a
200PMKhM-2ch battery. The radio unit converts sensor
resistances into pulse frequencies, responds to interroga-
tions, and transmits meteo data over a radiochannel. The
radio unit includes a phantastron oscillator (2P29P tube)
which produces pulses with a repetition frequency of 100--
2300 Hz, an 800-kHz oscillator (2S3A tube) ensuring super-
regeneration, and a carrier-frequency superregenerative
oscillator (6S21D tube) for responding to radar signals.

ORG: Central Aerological Observatory, Moscow (Tsenitral'naya
aerologicheskaya observatoriya, Moseow)
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RK2-TYPE RADIOSONDE ('-)

The RK2-type radiosonde was designed for measuring
temperature, pressure, and relative humidity, as well as foi
determining :irnd direction and velocity in the free atmos-
phere (see Fig.- 1). The operation is based on converting

.. The measured values of
meteorological param-
eters to a number of
electric pulses which,
acting upon the trans-
"mitting section of the
device, terminate for a
short time the super-

\ .; .;generator's radiation,
•2 -' - forming intervals. The

". . '. ':* " internal repetition
frequencies are then
received and recorded
by surface radar. The

.X\,, temperature is taken by
"" a thermal resistor, the

humidity is measured on
organic film, and the
pressure is measured by

. ... .. . aneroid boxes. Infor-
Fig. 1. RKZ-type radiosonde. mation on temperature,

relative humidity and
atmospheric pressure is transmitted by -he radiosonde in the
form of radio signals which are received by radar for bearing
and automatic observation from angular coordinates and range.
The parameter measurement ranges are as follows: pressure-
1060 to 5 millibars; temperature-50 to -800; and relative
humidity-100 to 10%. The carrier frequency is 1782 ± 8 mHz.
The weight of the radiosonde with batteries is 1500 grams and
its dimensions are 218 x 196 x 130 mm. [LD]

F. Visibility

R,)V-l PHOTOELECTRIC TRANSMITTANCE METER (52)

The operating principlý ond design of the RDV-I photo-
kieutric transnittance meter (see Fig. 1) are described.

ft -



1 The meter operates on the
principle of the equalization
of two light beams, one of
which passes through the
atmosphere and is reflected
back to the cathode of a

Iphotocell. The other beam
passes through an optical

."- system within the instrument
S it Ito the same cathode. Varia-• . ' tions of the light flux of

the second beam are accom-/- Aplished linearly with a
special diaphragm. Recording

A of the meteorological range
1 takes place automatically

when the flux of both beams
+• is equalized. The RDV-I

consists of a prismatic
photometric reflector, a
recorder with remote control
of the two identical measuring
units, a power source, a

Fig. 1. RDV-l photoelectric voltage stabilizer, an auto-
transmittance meter. transformer used with a 127-

volt line, and two metal
tripods. The optical system is mounted in the photometric-
unit casing. The optical system shapes the two light beams
and regulates one of them. The prismatic reflector is set
up 100 m from the photometric unit. The meteorological
range measurement limits are from 250 to 6000 m, with a
corresponding transmittance of 6 to 90%. The basic photo-
metric error does not exceed 2%. The meter uses 220/127-
volt, 50 Hz line current. Power requirements with and without
warmup are 550 and 300 watts, respectively. The RIDV-1 is
capable of cperating in an ambient temperature from -500 to
+500 ard 100% humidity. The entire unit weighs 200 kg. [LB]

THE INSTRUMENTAL OBSERVATION OF VISIBILITY USING THE M-53
and M-71 INSTRUMENTS

Savikovskiy, I. A., and M. A. Gol'berg. (58)

A few remarks are presented concerning experience in
the operation of M-53 and M-71 instruments. The instruments
are not definr.d or de3cribed in the article. The authors



state- that there are two reasons for shortcomings in the
operation of the above instruments. One of these is that
the instructions are not followed and the other is that
preventive maintenance is not carried out systematically.
The authors review some of the statements contained in the
instruction books for the instruments. The adjustment of
the 11-53 instrument must include a check of the mechanical
and optical system in accordance with the instructions. The
cneck of the null position must oe carried out at the station
as well as the repair shop. The check may be carried out
using a simplified method without special black screens.
Once every three months it is necessary to examine the black
screens and if necessary to touch them up with black paint.
"The cuse of the [,4-71 instrument must be dusted and cleaned
once a week. Every three months the measuring device and
the transformer must be checked. This includes the following
operations: a detailed external examination, an examination
of' the electrical wiring, an examination oftthe cover, an
examination of various screws to make sure that they are
tight. It is concluded that if the instrument is properly
used and maintained it is capable of giving high quality
visibility readings.

0. Pressure "

t!IGH ACCURACY LIQUID MANOMETER

Nipomnyachchiy, S. 1. (50)

A high-accuracy liquid manometer was developed in which
dibutylphthaLate is used instead of mercury. The instrument
is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a U-shaped tube 1, control

Fig. 1.
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scale 2, readout device 4 with magnifying glass 3. The right

arm of the U-tube is evacuated to approximately 10-2 mm Hg.

The vacuum is monitored by a thermocouple vacuum gauge. Since

the density of dibutylphthalate is 13 times less than mercury,
the accuracy of the read-out is approximately 10 times higher.

The measurement range o0 the instrumentis 0-70 millibar,

accurate to 50 m at an altitude of 20 km.

A PRESSURE TRANSDUCER USED IN THE COMPENSATION METHOD OF

MEASURING ATMOSPHERIC PRESSJURE

Karpusha, V. Ye. (39)

The design of an atmospheric pressure transducer based

on the compensation method of measurement is described.

Measurement errors of the transducer are analyzed and the

parameters of the transducer are computed. The static and

dynamic characteristics of the transducer are computed and

test results are discussed. The schematic of the pressure

transducer is shown in Fig. I. A lever on an elastic support

Fig. 1. Basic

L4J kinematic scheme.

and with unequal arms is used as the arrangement for comparing

the acting forces. The force developed by a bellows is

applied to one arm while the compensating moment is produced

by the total weight of two loads; a stationary load and a load

which is displaced along the opposite arm (G). The atmos-

pheric pressure P acting on the bellows develops a force Fa.

A counterforce Fk produced by the weight Gk is applied to the

rigid center of the bellows. This counterforce is equal to

the force PoS0 for a particular selected atmospheric pressure

P0 . When the atmospheric pressure deviates from P0 a force

AF occurs and this force is further measurEd. The force AF

developed by thc, bellows when the atmospher:Lt prcrur'e



deviates frorn B 0 causes the rigid center of the bellows to be
displaced by h. Since the balance beam of the scales is
connected to the rigid bellows center it is deflected by a
cerlain angle and displaces the core of a differential induc-
Lion sensor. This in turn generates an unbalanced voltage
at the output of the null device (NI). This signal is fed to
an automatic system which consists of an amplifier, a motor
with a reducer and a lead screw which displaces the measure-
ment weight G. The direction of motor rotation is determined
by the phase of trie Unbalanced signal and is selected in such
a way that when the measurement weight is displaced along
the balance beani, an opposite force equal to the bellows
Corce ' T is generated. When the two are equal the position
of the weight determines the value of the measured force.
This position is determined by the angular displacement of
the lead screw e. The individual elements of the transducer
are described in detail. The linearity of the transducer
scale is aiscussed. Equations are developed for the scale
of the transducer and serve as a basis for the adjustment and
calibration of the transducer. Errors produced by tempera-
ture changes, changes in the acceleration due to gravity,
changes due to the flexure of the balance beam, and changes
due to the elongation of the elastic suspensions are analyzed.
The static and dynamic characteristics of the transducer and
the gain of the amplifier are determined. The following
conclusions are reached concerning the accuracy of the trans-
ducer: 1) The error produced by the transducer is equal to
10.18 mrJIlibars. This also includes the dynamic error due to
different dynamic characteristics of the transducer and of
the control device and error due to differences in the time
required to carry out measurements with the two transducers.
2) The actual accuracy of the transducer is greater than the
accuracy obtained in making the above comparisons.

-H. humidity

A IIYGIhuMETEP WITH THERMOELECTROLYTIC SENSING ELEMENT

Usol'tsev, V. A. (72)

Current methods of measuring atmospheric humidity are
reviewed and summarized. The thermoelectrolytic hydrometer
is selected as most p,'cmi::.irg, and a specific model is



described. The general view of this hy7r,rometcr is shown ir
Fig. 1, and the internal arrangement is shown in Fig. 2.
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time. It was found suitable to use a control arrangement
based on the two-temperature method for testing the sensitive



, .- wide temperature range. The calibration at
S.r motained.in this way confirms tests in a

S... .which the humidity was determined by means
...... i c ete which permitted measurement of

:v•.tý t.rature differences with high precision.

I:t ;LAT1NG THE M-39 FILM HYGROMETER

.: 'o adjusting the indicator needle of type V
-5 fI> .,ygrometer is presented (see Fig. 1). The device

ases a regulating screw similar
to the one on MV-I hair-type
hygrometers. The device ensures
fast and safe adjustment of the
"indicating needle without

- damaging the sensitive film
and may be installed rapidly
without altering the basic
design of the hygrometer.

7ORG: UGMS Estonian SSR (UGMS
S'"Estonskoy SSR)

16I

(5J
C:ý---- 4--

Fig. 1. Schematic of regu-
iatin, device. 1 - Diffuser;

S- •'-o: pins; 3 - meter
support6; 4 - plate; 5 - pull
ro,d of adjusting screw;
U - aj'!::.tfl • screw from MV-i
hair-!.yp& hygrometer;
7 - •pec;a-l bracket.

doo
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I. Water Level

ACCURACY OF MEASUREMENT AND METHODS OF CALCULATIoI< OF A
FLOATING LEVEL GAGE

Dimaksyan, A. M. (22)

Errors encountered in determining levels of ilquids b:;
a floating level gage are analyzed, and the resultz art
applied to the measuring scheme shown in Fi½. i. The e-feet-

'-4
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of the forces acting on the float (density of the upper liquid
layer and of the air, friction in the wheel. bearinrs, mass of
the connecting chain, etc.) on the error in the rnea-.ur~c-d
magnitude of the liquid level were investigated by thp meth:*'d
illustrated on a 5pecific example. It was found that:
1) the optimum height of the working part of the float mus~t
be somewhat larger than the sum of measurement errors; 'I) tht:7
accuracy of measurement depends mainly on the outer diameter
of the float and on the water-level measurement range and may
be reduced to ,l cm for a range of H = 1000 cm; 3) the optimum
counterweight force is numerically equal to the maximuri
absolute increase in the lifting force acting .,n the f1<•at;
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4) the float!ni; level gage is subject to an asymmetric error,

the rude of w:hich depends on the nature and selection
of the main working elements of the device.

<• PROBLEI4S CONCERNING THE MET11OD AND TREATMENT OF WAVE
,._:UREMENT" ON LARGE RESERVOIRS

F•u•Ucva, Ye. :4. (j 2 )

T 9- G t-l. wave 2 aesigned for marine operation, may
Lc use., on reservoii-6 it tne water is deep enough, a buoyant
cable is supplied, and "-e recording of wave height is
increasea by a factor 'if 3-5, making each scale division
of the tape represent 5-10 cm. Comparison of a maximum-
m iri'ium gauge witih records from a GM-16 wave graph set up
rnext to the gauge permits determination of the conversion
fact,.r for- der'ivIng wave heights from gauge readings. The
... ".,- '-niln r.,r~ gauge uoes not record absolute wave height
Lut tvatner the ':%aximum difference in wave levels over a

period of time. B,. using a theoretical or empirical
'entralized dimensionless distribution curve, it is possible

to construct the entire reliability curve for wave height
in a system of wave movements. Several dimensionless curves
for* this purpoce are snown in Fig. 1. This treatment of
obstervationo, on a maximum-minimum gauge makes it possible
to use the iata for determining characteristics of wind-

ereneratc.,-i 've m:;ovements equal in value to other semi-
:tru,. i�... n: inst.urmental measurements. The greatest

d.ffe•C��8I2V i-. wave ievels measured by the maximum-minimum
<Lau.<e corresponds appruximately to wave height with an error

ucooaLility of 0.1.

~CS~ f\JQ~ablm COPYI
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Fig. 1. Dimensionless generalized curves for reliability
of wave height in a system of wave motion. The ordinate Kh1
is a dimensionless factor representing the ratio of wave
height for any desired reliability to the wave height as
given by 50% reliability. 1 - Theoretical Pearson type 1
curve at Cv = 0.40 and Cs = 0.80; 2-5 - generalizeL.

S~empirical curves: 2 - marine conditions; 3 - Tsimlyanskaya
SReservoir; 4 - Rybinsk Reservoir; 5 - Kuybyshev Reservoir.
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J. Miscellaneous

APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUE FOR DETERMINING THE TEMPERATURE,
PRESSURE, AND DENSITY IN THE HIGH LAYERS OF THE ATMOSPHERE

Bederov, V. M., Ye. A. Besyadovskiy, I. N. Ivanova, G. A.
Kokir1, and A. s. Ozerova. (9)

A description of apparatus (see Fig. 1) for use ira
meteorological sounding rockets for determiting temperatures,
pressures, and densities in the upper atmosphere is presented.
The apparatus consists of three ionization Panometers for
measuring pressures in the range from 1 to 30- mm Hg, three

Pirani mano4-eteryn for the pressure range from 5 to

J.Mselaeu



5 x I0- 2 mm Hg, two resistance
h -thermometers for measuring the

,... .... atmospheric temperature,
supplementary resistance
thermometers for measuring the
temperatures of the manometer
bulbs and main thermometer

7 ' holders, and a membrane
manometer for the pressure

-i range 250 to 5 mm Hg. One
i part of the electronics ampli-

fies the ion currents of the
ionization manometers,
stabilizes the emission f
currents, supplies calibration
signals to the ionization

Fig. 1. Sensor head. manometer amplifiers, and
supplies the high-voltage

"ircuiso Df the ionization manometers. The second part
consists of unbalanced Wheatstone bridges including the
•,ctsurir. oeieoents of the instruments, compensation elements,
fixefd resistors, and resistors of the control signal bridge.
Typical calibration curves for the manometers are shown, and
excres sions are derived for the atmospheric temperature,
i>ressure, and density in terms of the quantities measured
iirtctly by tne instruments. Without taking dissociation
into account, tue pressure-measurement error of the ionization
n.Th•.... aV2 can reach 25% at altitudes between 80-120 km.

of the calibration curves, based on model values,
.onuid reoduce this error to a maximum of 15% at 120 km.

.jppAjATAUS 0F. M1EASURING THE TEMPERATURE AND PARTIAL DENSITY
OF M-1OLECULAR NITROGEN IN THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE

7I:uIOV, A. F., q. A. Sokova, and A. F. Chizhov. (75)

App.ratus for measuring the temperature and partial
density, of ioiiccular nitrogen in the upper atmosphere is
described. The apparatus, which is carried by a sounding
rock•oL, coc;ists of two omegatron mass spectrometers, the
axes oj ,',,-, input channels have the same angle with the
incoming flow. The input port for one of the devices is in
the forrm of a diaphragm with sharp edges; the other is
2onnc-,teu Lo the atmosphere by a cylindrical tube. The
omeg;atron oe!.-.;itivity for molecular nitrogen is 10-8 mm Hg.
Thie clectronics consist of an electrometer amplifier measuring

- u7 -



ion currents in the interval 5 x 10-13 to 1 x 10-0 a, a
variable frequency oscillator with a sweep pe'iod of 1.5 sec,
an emission current stabilizer, and voltage convei-.ers. The
apparatus is intended for use above 120 km.

INVESTIGATION OF PRECIPITATION PARTICLE PARAMETERS IN THlE
FREE ATMOSPHERE

Krasnogorskaya, N. V., Yu. Ya. Kurilenko, and I. iL. Ryin.

(1;5)

The charge and size distribution of water droplets in
atmospheric clouds were determined by experiments carried
out with the aid cf an airborne droplet meter (see Fig. 1)

attached to an IL-14 aircraft.
• Airstream, Circuit diagrams for the

i drops amplifiers used in the droplet

meter are also presented, and
equations relating the ampli-
tude of the final output

"___3ignal to the size and charge
___of droplet are derived. The

, protable error in the experi-
mental determinations due to
droplet spattering is esti-
mated as a function of meter
opening. The results are
shown graphically in Fig. 2.
These experimental measure-
ments were carried out during
summer and autumn of 1962-
1965 over the Eastern Ukrainian

Fig. 1. Schematic of droplet Plain, and the results are
meter. I - Illuminator; summarized in tables and
2 - photomultiplier; 3 - lens- graphs. The results agree
prism; 4 - stops; 5 - induc- with the exponential law for
tion ring; 6 - insulator; the change in the charge of
7 - shaft. water droplets as a function

A

Fig. 2. Dependence of the
probability of splattering on
the diameter of meter inlet
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of their descent from thc clouds toward the earth, as explained
by i.4. V. Krasnogorskaya (issledovaniye protsessov elektri-
zatsii chastits oolakov i osadkov. Izv. AN SSSR, ser. geofiz.,
Mc,. 1, 1960).

SiJ Institute •f Applied Geophysici (Institut prikladnoyr,<eof iziki)

!I:VESTIGATIO:J OF Tht- METHOD FOR MEASURING SNOW RESERVES BY
USiNG GAMMA RADIAT!OjH FROM THE EARTH

Zotimov, 11. V. (76)

A method of measuring snow reserves by means of gamma
radiation from the earth is discussed. The ratio of radiation
with snow cover to radiation without may be expressed by a
simple function involving the thickness of the snow. The
instrument, called the M-100 snow gage (see Fig. 1), consists
of a gamma-ray detector (gas discharge counter), a pulse

snow gage.
1 - Pulse counter;

C -•.2 - voltmeter;

4 - power switch;
5 - pulse-counter
"switch; 6 - "test-
operate" switch.

;



counter; and a power supply; the electric circuit is trari-
sistorized. The working of the instrument is described in
detail. Analysis of measurements with the gage and field
tests show that the instrument is satisfactory whern the snow
cover is stable. Errors in measuring reserves did not exceed
2.5-8 mm in the range of reserves investigated (10-300 mm).
If the snow cover is unstable because of considerable varia-
tion in soil moisture in the 0-20 cm soil layer, the error
in measurement increases. The technique should therefore be
refined by making tests in different climatic zones. The
electric circuit and design of the gage guarantee reliable
operation under adverse weather conditions. Efficiency of
making snow surveys has increased by a factor of 5-6 by
using the M-100 gage, and the task of determining water in
snow is considerably less laborious than by the weight
method, especially when frozen crusts and ice layers are
present. The gage permits determination of only the water
reserves in the snow cover, but it may be used in combina-
tion with a measuring rod, increasing its usefullness.
Operation of the instrument and treatment of the data are
rather simple, readily mastered by observers and other
personnel.

MAGNETIC PROBE FOR THE CONTACTLESS MEASUREMENT OF CURRENT
PULSES

Afinogenov, L. P., S. I. Grushin, and Ye. V. Romanov. (3)

A snap-around ammeter probe with a built-in stepup
transformer suitable for measuring current pulses is described.
The external view of the probe is shown in Fig. 1. The

Fig. 1.
- t-•:/'- • ' -•..- " .1-
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operation of this probe is analyzed matticmatically for cases
of low and high impedance windings. The probe consists of a
miniature transformer which can be snapped around a conductor
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carrying a -,urrent. The voltage from the secondary winding
lo fed to a measurement circuit with an oscilloscope at the
output. The analysis of probe performance is carried out for
the case of a square wave but the probe can be used to
measure pulses of any shape. It is shown that when the
pulses are very short, the leading edge of the pulse may be
corrected by connecting an additional inductance into the
load circilt. The probe is particularly well suited for
nieasurint; ,uLsc currents in computer circuitry where the
branching of conductors is pronounced. The probe is rela-
tively resistant to changes in the gap and introduces a
relatively small additional impedance into the circuit whose
current i being measured. The version of the probe circuits
shown in Rig. 2 is recommended for measuring pulses with a

o) -L

IfI
i

f Rh Fig. 2. Com-
pensation for
the flat

R• V portion of

U •the pulse
picked up by
the trans-
former probe.

"0 __ _ _ __ _ _ _

duration up to 20 microseconds. The magnetic circuit of this
version is in two parts. One part is fabricated from a
ferrite core (1 = 1000) with an outside diameter of 10 mm.
The corc is cut along the diameter into three parts and is
about 3 nm, high. The second part represents a ferrite strip
with dimensions 3 x 8 x 2.5 mm. The windings are situated
on the ring part of the core and are wound in the same
direction. Winding w2 has 40 turns while winding w3 has
160 turiiz of ?LV-2-0.ll wire. RL = 13.5 ohm, R = 33 kohm,
C = 33-0 ,f. T•he values of R and C are adjusted. The probe
dencri,,bedi in tne article was fabricated and successfully
tested in the adjustment of a digital computer operating with
current pulses.
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ESTIMATION OF RANDOM ERRORS IN MEASUREMENTS OF TOTAL OZONE
CONTENT WITH UNIVERSAL (M-83) AND AIRCRAFT OZONOMETERS

Arkhipova, T. N. (8)

Thirty series of measurements of total (atmospheric)
ozone content were made in March to October 1965 at the
field experimental station in Voyeykovo with universal
ozonometers and aircraft ozonometers. Each series consisteo
of 15 to 20 readings made every 1 to 2 minutes with direct
sun light and with the zenith light in clear and cloudy skies.
The latter measurements were made at high, medium and low
cloud levels. The necessary assumption, supported by long
experience, was that the ozone content did not criange during
one hour; the duration of each series did not exceed 40
minutes. Examples of series with each kind of light are
given. The standard deviation a of a single measurement for
each kind was calculated, as well as the relative error 6.
a for direct light was 0.007 cm 03, 6 = 0.9%; for clear sky
zenith light a = 0.010 cm 0., 6 = 2.9%, and for cioudy 6ky
zenith light a = 0.016, 0.019 and 0.03, 6 = 4.4, 4 .8 and
4.9%, respectively, depending on cloud level. The errors
were smaller at noon (slowly cnanging sun height) than in
the morning and evening.

HIGH FREQUENCY CAPACITANCE COAXIAL PROBE FOR REMOTE MEASURE-
MENT OF THE DENSITY OF SLUSH ICE

Romanenko, Ye. M. (54)

The model of a coaxial capacitance probe (see Fig. 1) is
discussed as a means uf remote measurement of the density of
slush ice. Figure la shows partial cross section of the
probe, lb shows the submersible rods 11 and cables 13 by
which the probe is connected to the measurement system,
lc - a section of the probe through the crossarm 2, ld is a
cross section through 1-I, and le is a cross section taken
through 11-II. A hollow coaxial system is formed by the
thin-walled outer casing 1 and the inner core 4. The capaci-
tance of this system is determined by

- O. - )
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where £ is the length of the capacitor, D is the inner
diameter of the outer plate, d is the outer diameter of the
inner plate, and c is the dielectric constant. The cutting
edge 5 and the pointed tips 7, 8, and 9 facilitate intro-
ducing the probe into the ice without changing the density
of the working cavity formed by the plates 1 and 4. The
shield of the high frequency coaxial cable 13 is connected
to the outer casing 1, and the center conductor is connected
to thu inner core 4. The total weight of the probe with a
complete set of rods does not exceed 8 kg, and where only
one rod is used, the weight is lowered to 2.5 kg. Frequen-
cies of 10 MHz and higher may be used with this system.

ORG: Design Research and Scientific Research Institute
(Gidroproyekt) (Proyektnoizyskatel'skiy i nauchno-issledo-
vatel'sk4iy institut (Gidroproyekt))
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DEPENDENCE Of ThE SENSITIVITY OF A VACUUM RADIATIO14 THERMO-
ELEMENT ON ITS TEMPERATURE

Brounshteyn, A. M. (15)

Considerable changes of ambient temperature may affect
the sensitivity of a radiation thermoelement (RTE), and this
possibility must be taken into consideration in field work
and in measurements during aircraft flights. The stationary
change of temperature of two receiver areas (connected with
two Junctions) of a compensated RTE, which eliminates the
effect of random temperature fluctuations, changes the heat
transfer by radiation and by conductivity of the supporting
wires (the RTE is assumed to be in an evacuated container),
thus changing the temperature difference of the receiver
areas. The author, following the treatment of this problem
by B. P. Kosyrev, analyzes the quantitative relations between
thermal emf and radiation flux difference at two receiver
areas, emissivity coefficients of both sides of the areas,
their size, and the heat conducttvity of the supporting
wires. An expression for the b1.at transfer to the surreunding
medium is obtained. The inverse quantity, R(T 0 )-the heat
resistance-is a function of To, the temperature of the
housing. The sensitivity a of the RTE is derived as a
function of To. The sensitivity change 1/a-da/dT0 is
obtained from the derived relation between a and R(Tu). If
heat losses by conductivity are negligible, the sensitivity
change is shown to be -3/T 0 . For To = 300 0 K, this amounts
to 1% at an increase of 10. If heat losses by conductivity
and by radiation are equal, then it is 0.5% per degree.
These quantitative considerations indicate what quantities
affect the sensitivity. however, the instrument parameters
in the expression are known only to a rough approximation.
Therefore, the temperature dependence of the RTE must be
determined experimentally. Such an investigation was made
by the author with a RTE described by him [Opt. Spektrosk.
4, #3 (1958)]. The receiver areas had a diameter of 0.5 mm,
the chromel-constantan wires had a diameter of 35 micron and

were 5 mm long. The calibration was made between 5 and 27 C.
I/a.da/dTo was about -0.7%, which agrees quite well with the
theoretical value (o.64).
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,,:..h: '!.P'iMAL RELIABILITi AND EFFICIENCY OF HYDROMETEOR-
.:L;fJ'I3Jc'; AND INSTRUMENTS

Liwi:.VarI, A. i., and V. P. Petrov. (23)

;, f...ency and optimal reliability of hydrometeor-
o1,- 1 fIif-truments and systems have been determined by
.C.I±ta .... irferent requirements of reliability: 1) general

- t for reliabilitv on the basis cf' ,i given actual
-e•,.i or or' the system; 2) optimal reliability of self-

e .-tems of repeated use; and 3) optimal reliability
of i n,-'ef-rtoring systems of single use. Expressions are

: '_- eacr of these variants, and examples are
V'r 1.,:v- f.ilustration. For the first variant, the

' be expressed by

WI, rE mean failure-free interval of the electronic
* , total number of primary elements in the system,

ti'e m,•an reouired failure-free interval of the i-th
tý-. _ number of elements in this setup. The
the system may be expressed by

EZ. 0 e o-E
'T e T.

.:c:'e • _ , given probability of a completed task, E0 the
i_.i t. 'ncy, and t the rated time of continuous opera-

••. For, the second variant, the optimal reliability
knini•oaI cxpt.nditure) is expressed by

_C 0p O o C. ave

•, '. t• e average cost of a single failure, C0 supple-
•.terit;± •.~::3C: for' securing reliability of the analog equip-
;nent, anij ave the average incidence of failures of elements %

t,, m., r.: I •uipment. 1For irreducible systems, the optimal
±"u•i• ,' ;-.arnaeter may be determined by

C'. . . .. 2(.+1.,co',,l -Pp -- - It [in(: - P)2( -P)
\-. °/ • "VCL

, th•e total cost of a single set of equipment.
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